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Mccullough headlines graduation Tuition
rises 6
Pulitzer Prize-winning
author slated to speak

to McCullough based on his visit to the
University,whenhe spoke to rave reviews
at a Winston Center eventtwo years ago,"

said University Spokesman JackDunn.
"In light of the popularity of his books
andthe HBO miniseries on John Adams,
Editor-in-Chief
it seemed an ideal year to invite him to
addressstudents at commencement."
Renowned historian and author David McCullough will headline this year's
In addition to McCullough, honorary
degreeswillbeawardedto BrotherCelescommencement exercises on May 19, as
Boston Collegegraduates approximately tino Arias, BC '90; Jennie Chin Hansen,
BC '70; Anne P. Jones, BC '58; andVice
2,250 seniors. McCullough, whosebestselling books focus on U.S. history and President and Special Assistant to the
presidents, has been called a "master PresidentRev. William B. Neenan, S.J.
of the art of narrative history" and a
Dunn said that honorary degree
recipients are chosen based on com"matchlesswriter."
"Father Leahy extended an invitation munity suggestions and input and are
By Pilar Landon

confirmedby the board of trustees. "We
have selectedfour individualswhose life
accomplishments reflect the values that
we hold dear as a university."
McCullough,whose most well-known
book, 1776, spent time as the New York
Times No. 1 best seller, has two Pulitzer
Prizes and two National Book Awards
to his name. 1776has over three million
volumes in print, and his previous work,
John Adams, inspired the HBO miniseries now running in seven installments.
McCullough has also been a lecturer,
essayist, and editor, and has hosted and
narrated documentariesand television

See McCullough, A4

percent
The price tag on a BC
education nears the
$50k mark at $49,560
By PilarLandon

Editor-in-Chief
While many private universities across
the nation have surpassed the $50,000
mark for a year of tuition, Boston College remains just beneath this threshold
at $49,560. The raise marks a 6 percent
increase from last year's cost of $46,743,
keeping BC closely in line with the national average of5.9 percent.
The board of trustees approved tuition set at $37,410, mandatory fees at
$540, room fees at a minimum of $7,160,
andboardfees at $4,450. In comparison,
this year's tuition was $35,150, mandatory fees cost $524, minimum room
rate was $6,820, and board was $4,240,
representing an increase of 5.6 percent
over the previous school year. Tuition
increases for the academic years 2006-

Reporter

talks
energy
Times journalist Wald
spoke on the feasibility
of renewable energy
Jennifer Roach
Heights Editor

By

See Tuition, A4

The Quality of Student Life Comwith the
Office of the Deanfor Student Development (ODSD) and The New York Times,
continued its Be Current campaign with
a presentation by Times reporter MatthewWald on the economic feasibilityof
renewable energy in the near future.
The QSLC hopes to improve student
awareness ofongoing nationaland world
issues that occur beyond the wallsof Boston College everyday. Part ofits initiative
includes the distributionofThe New York
Times, The Boston Globe, and most recently, KSA Today,through a subscription
paidfor by a smallslice of every student's
activities fee. The Be Current campaign
brings knowledgeable and prominent
figures to campus to discuss these hot
topic issues with students.
As areporter for The New York Times,
mittee (QSLC), in conjunction

See Reporter , A4

Tuition increases at
comparable schools

DAVID GIVLER/ HEIGHTSEDITOR

.cc encouraged the young adults in the audience to pursue their passions and to avoid takingcareers for monetarypurposes.

George Washington
University
- Tuition: $37,536
- Total: $50,275

Spike Lee storms Conte

New York University
- Tuition: $37,372
- Total: $50,182

Director shared stories

Carnegie Mellon
University
- Tuition: $38,430
- Total: $49,774

to young adults, and spent his lecture
discussing what led him to filmmaking.
He advised students against pursuing
careers withoutpassion, and encouraged
students towardpolitical pro-activeness.
He saidthat blacks needto liberatethem-

of life before Hollywood
Caitlin Arnould
Heights Staff

By

selves from the stifling and stereotyped
roles that fetter them in society.
Lee is a celebrity of not inconsequential status, and over 200 hundred
students, including visitors from other
universities such as Bentley and Boston
University, were assembled in chairs and
along the plaza stairs while awaiting his
appearance. Lee's lecture was scheduled
to commence at 6 p.m. in O'NeillPlaza.
However, at approximately6:22 p.m., it

Wiry and casually dressed in a Yan-

kees brandedbaseball hat, Spike Lee
didnot resembleBostonCollege's typical
guestlecturer, nor didhis lecturefall into
the parametersofa conventional speech.
Last night in Conte Forum, he sharedhis
sentiments on a diverse range of issues
with a particularly excited gathering of
students.
Lee addressedseveral topicspertinent

was announced that Lee would speak
from Conte Forum, and students herded
into the arena, where Lee was already
waiting. "You guys had me outside it
wasn't doing it," Lee said.
He openedwithreferences to the New
England Patriots' "19 and 0" aspirations,
torelate to his Bostonian audience.Anne
Lyons, A&S '09, said, "Initially I was
turned off by the need to bring in sports
as a connection to students, but I appreciate the wayhe used that as a sort of
graceful bridge." Lee then confessed his
ownfailed dream to playfor the NewYork
Mets. "Genetics conspired against that

...

Boston University
- Tuition: $36,540
- Total: $48,468

Sderot: A
people in
De Klerk turns talk to 'War on Terror'
turmoil
Marina Lopes
For The Heights

By Meghan Michael

Assoc. News Editor
Fifteen seconds. That's how long
Jeremy Maissel's four children have to
jump out of their beds in the middle of
the night andrace to the protectedroom
in theirhome; the length of time between

the sounded alarm and when a kassam
missile finds its target in communities
along the Gazaborder.
Maissel lives in a community near
Sderot, Israel, less than threemilesfrom
the Gaza border, and on Tuesday night,
he spoke about living in the shadow of
Hamasrockets in alecture titled"Life on
the GazaBorder." The lecturewas sponsoredby the Boston College Coalitionfor
Israel, the Jewish Community Relations
Council, theJewishstudies program,and
the departments of Slavic and Eastern
languages and literatureandofRomance
languages and literature.
DAVID GIVLER/ HEIGHTS EDITOR

See Gaza, A4

Former South African president dcKlerk spoke about U.S. politics in Robsham on Monday.
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Frederik Willem dc Klerk exudes
the confidence and wisdom attained
only from years of experience. Indeed,
after serving as South Africa's president
during its tumultuous apartheid era, dc
Klerk is anythingbut inexperienced. On
Monday afternoon, he was greetedwith
an enthusiastic welcomefrom students
and faculty who packed into Robsham
Theater, eagerlywaiting to hear hisviews
on leadership,politics, and theroleof the
United States in an increasingly globalized world.
As president of South Africa, dc
Klerk was faced with a near-impossible
challenge. He entered his presidency as
South Africa extended its four-yearlong state of emergency into a fifth year.
Mounting pressure from the international
community, as well as the UN, imposed
sanctions that increasingly isolated the
country fromtherest oftheworldandleft
its economy in a state of grave fragility.
Dc Klerk immediatelybegan repairing
the damage that years of colonial rule
and racist tension had created.
The complexapartheid system, which
dividedSouth Africans into four categories - black, white, Indian, and "colored"

I
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A father spoke on a
community seized by
fear on the Gaza border

[

Northwestern University
- Tuition: $36,756
- Total: $48,220
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- required allmembers to carry identification cards with their designatedrace.
In addition, the apartheidimplemented
numerous laws forbidding interracial
marriage, repealing black suffrage, and
restricting the movement and urbanization of Indian, black, and "colored"
citizens. The apartheid was met with
extreme and violent resistance by the
black community. By the time dc Klerk
was elected president, the country was
festering in bloodshed.
Dc Klerk's first step in reasserting
order was to release Nelson Mandela,
the popularanti-apartheidactivist, from
prison. He then went to negotiate peace
talks and eventuallybrought an end to
the apartheid, draftinganew constitution
that calledfor full suffrage to all citizens
regardless or race.
On Monday afternoon, however, his

focus left South Africaandturnedtoward
the United States. Theformer president
and Nobel Peace laureate began his
speech by emphasizing the imperative
role of the United States as the effective "mayor" and "chief of police" of
the globalizedvillage that the world
is becoming. He emphasized that the
United States was appointed, not elected,

See Dc Klerk, A5
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FOUR DAY
WEATHER FORECAST
72°
Slight Chance
of Showers

36°
56°
Chance of
Rain
'

40°
43°

Rain
43°
53°
Showers Likely
37°
SOURCE: NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE

San Francisco prepares for

torch relay demonstrations
JEFF CHIU/ AP PHOTO

UNIVERSITIES
ON CAMPUS

Gift to Lesley and Tufts largest
ever to both of the universities

Professor brings young New
York filmmakers to campus

A gift of $272 million from businessman Frank C.
Doble will be splitbetween Tufts and Lesley Universities. The gift constitutes one of the largest gifts to
higher education in the last 40 years, and the largest
in the history of each of the two universities. "This
gift allows us to move forward with our plans more
rapidly," Lawrence S. Bacow, president ofTufts University, told reporters. "His foresight and ingenuity
as an engineer and success as an entrepreneur and
businessmanwilltodayhave a transformativeimpact,
98 years after his graduation," Bacow said of Doble,
who was a Tufts alumnus. The gift will triple the size
of Lesley's endowment.

Tina Klein, associate professor in the English
department, teaches a new course in Asian-American cinema. In conjunction with her course, she
has started an Asian AmericanFilmmakers Series,
whichbegan last night with a screening ofThe Motel,
a film by Michael Kang, and featured a discussion
with producer Karin Chien. The series features
young Asian-American filmmakers working in the
New York City area. The next showing in the series
will feature Socheata Poeuv's New Year Baby, on
April 23 at 7 p.m. in Fulton Hall.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Demonstrators
amassed on the city's waterfront Wednesday
before the start of theOlympic torch'sonlystop
in North America, and law enforcementofficers
attempted to prevent a reprise of the chaotic
demonstrations that have followed the flame
along its journeyto Beijing. The torch's 85,000-mile, 20-nation globaljourney is the longest in
Olympic history, and is meantto build excitement for thegames. But it has alsobeen a target
for activists angeredoverChina'shumanrights
record, prompting officials to warn they might
make a last-minute change to the relay route.
Thousands of people had gathered along the
relay route, which hugs the San Francisco Bay.
Pro-Tibet and pro-China groups were given
side-by-side permits to demonstrate,and there
already were signs oftension.

NATIONAL

Federal cuts in support to universities have led to
need for some schools to cut back on the money
available to students. The amount of money available to students in the form of Perkins loans may
drop significantly next year, in part due to cuts in
federal support and partially as aresult ofconsolidations in student loans over thelast year. The Perkins
loan program targets financially needy students and
requires cooperation between the government and
participating universities. The government decided
threeyears ago to redirect funds usually given to the
Perkins program to Pell grants, causing the funds
available to colleges to dry up.

An exhibition of Irish boxers, Fighting Irishmen:
Celebrating Celtic Prizefighters 1820 to Present, comes
to Boston College this month. The exhibit features
a variety of memorabiliarelated to boxers with Irish
ancestry. "The Center for Irish Programs at Boston
College and the Burns Library are pleased to be able
to host this extraordinary exhibit. It offers visitors a
unique glimpse at the role prizefighting played in the
history of Irish America, especially as seen through
theBoston connection from John L. Sullivan to 'Irish'
Micky Ward," Robert O'Neill, director of BC's Burns
Library, told reporters. The exhibition will continue
through Sept. 5.

LOCAL

Yes, can I have the shirts in a

Parking fines may rise as part
of mayor's city budget plan

box, light starch, and

... ah!

A dry cleaner in Papua New Guinea, a country where
85 percent ofthe populationlives off subsistencefarming, found an innovative way to clean up the streets.
When a 20-year-old man tried to steal a pair of pants
worth about $5.50, the owner ofthe dry cleaners turned
his steam cleaneron him, givinghim serious burns to his
abdomen,chest, andback. "The owner has done this to
many peoplealready,"police spokesman NemaMondiai
told reporters. The police released the would-be thief
after they were sure that hehadlearnedhislesson. There
is no news on whether he will bebilled for the cleaning.

BOSTON (AP) Parkingillegallycouldbecome a more
expensiverisk in Boston. The increasedfines are aimed
atraising an additional $13 millionand are includedin
MayorThomas Menino's $2.42 billion city budget. The
fine for parking in front of a handicapped ramp would
doublefrom $50 to $100. Parking in front of a fire hydrantwould cost $100, up from the current $75, andthe
penaltyfor parking in a crosswalkwouldrise from $40 to
$85. The hikeswould apply only to the city's downtown
area and other main thoroughfares.
?
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Colleges may have to cut back
on Perkins loans to students

The fighting Irish make an
appearance off the field
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e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed description of the event and contact
information to the News Desk.
Sports Scores
to report the results of a
game? Call Jessica Isner, Sports
Editor, at (61?) 552-0189, or e-mail
z/inrtzObc/leig/ltz.eom,
TONY GUTIERREZ / AP PHOTO

Police respond to abuse at
polygamist compound
A polygamist
compoundwith hundreds of children was
rife with sexualabuse, child welfareofficials
allegein court documents, with girls spiritually married to much older men as soon
as they reached puberty andboys groomed
to perpetuate the cycle. The documents
released Tuesday also gave details about
the hushed phone calls that triggered the
raid, by a 16-year-oldgirl at the West Texas
ranch who said her 50-year-oldhusband
beat and raped her. Days after raiding the
compound, officials still aren't sure where
the girl is. Officials have completed removing all416 childrenfrom theranch andhave
won custody of allof them, Child Protective
Services spokeswoman Marleigh Meisner
told reporters in San Angelo.
ELDORADO, Texas (AP)

?

Arts Events
T'/le /ieig/lt« covers a multitude of
events both on and offcampus ineluding concerts, movies, theatrical
performances, and more. Call Joseph Neese, Arts andReview Editor,
at (617) 552-0515, or e-mailrei>ieu>!Z>
bc/leig/lt«.c<»n. For future events,
e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed description of the event and contact
information to the Arts Desk,
Clarifications / Corrections
?Ae //eig/ltz strives to provide its

readers with complete, accurate,
and balanced information. If you

believewe havemadea reporting error, have information that requires a
clarificationor correction, or questions about T'/le //eig/tt« standards
and practices, you may contact
filar Eandon, Editor-in-Chief, at
(617) 552-2223, or e-mail eciitorO

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Police Blotter
4/4/08 - 4/6/08
Friday, April 4
1:35 a.m. - A report was filed regardingafight
and marijuana smoke in Edmond's Hall. After a consent search, a quantity of marijuana
was confiscatedfrom two BC students.

intoxicated underage party who was transported to a medicalfacility.
1:57a.m. - A report was filedregarding shoplifting at Corcoran Commons.

1:57 a.m. - A report was filed regarding an
8:02 p.m. - A report was filed regarding a intoxicatedunderageparty who ran from the
confiscation of alcohol from an underage scene. A trespass warning was issued and
party. A criminal complaint may be filed property confiscated.
against the party.

Delivery

Voices from the Dustbowl
"What do you think of the rising cost
of a college education?"

CSOM '10

"I think there should be

?/le Aeig/ltz is produced by BC
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and Thursdays during
the academic yearby
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2007. All rights reserved.

"It'spretty bad, not justfor me,
but for my parents."
?Andrew Croasdale,

Sunday, April 6

12:22 a.m. - A report was filedregarding an
intoxicatedparty who was transported to a
medicalfacility.

8:13

a.m.

- A report was filed regarding an

female who called and reported
that her daughter, who is a BC student, was
sexually assaulted somewhere in the area
5:52 p.m. - A report was filed off campus of Foster Street. The victim has not come
regarding a motor vehicle that an officer forward, and the womanwho placed the call
refused to give further details. The BCPD
observed on firewhile returning from a mediwas
cal transport. Theofficer
able to control Sexual Assault Unit was alerted in case the
thefire until Boston Fire and Massachusetts victim comes forward.
State Police arrived.
Source: The Boston College
12:31 a.m. - A report was filed regarding an
Police Department

0547.

Advertising
//eig/ltz is one of the most effective ways to reach the BC community. To submit a Classified,
Display, or Online Advertisement,
call our Advertising office at <6f7)
552-2220 Monday through Friday.

Saturday, April 5

f2:47 a.m. - A report was filed regarding
12:08 a.m. - A report was filed on an arrest an intoxicated underage party urinating in
by Boston PD of a BC student for vandalism public who was transported to a medical
facility.
to a motor vehicle.

To have T/le
deliveredto
your home each week or to report
distribution problems on campus,
contact Michael Eindrat-Fratt,
Ceneral Manager at (617) 552-

more affordable optionsfor

students."
?Tyler Neal,
A&S '11

CORRECTIONS

anonymous

?

"Education is important

... but the rising cost is

a

debilitatingfactor."
?Djerica Lamousnery,
CSON '11

TalibKweli ticket prices
were erroneouslylisted
in Thumbs Up, Thumbs
Down. Theyare $15, and
the after-party costs $5.
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'Real food' focuses on the ethics of your meal
Michael Cermak, GA&S '13, atare not obligatedto pay theirfarm
tended the Real Food Summit at workers, mostly immigrants, the
Vale University in November2003. minimum wage.
After experiencing Yale's garWhile Spike Lee attracted a Vale is recognizedamong universilargeaudience last night in Conte ties as progressive for its organic den and cafe,King was inspiredto
Forum, a smaller group gathered garden, where food is grown for workto create a similarprogramat
in Devlin Hall for a "Real Food
their sustainablecafe.
BC. At the Real Food Panel,King
As defined by the Real Food describedhavingfelt overwhelmed
Panel," the last event of Real
Food Week. The panel included Challenge Web site, Real Food is upon leaving theReal Food SumDirector ofBoston College Dining "food that is ethically produced, mit after learning how the food
Services Helen Wechsler, Anim with fair treatment of workers, industry has createdproblems like
equitablerela- labor rights violations,ecological
Steel from the
tionships with degradation,andhealthproblems
Food Project
"Whether you're
farmers (locallike a diabetesepidemic.
and co-coordinator of the passionate about labor ly and abroad),
"But I also left feeling inand humanely spired because of the energy and
national Real
rights, oryou consider treated ani- excitement about food from the
FoodChallenge,
mals. It is food students," King said. "There are
Dawn Olcott of
yourself to be an
so many different points of acthe Massachuthat is envienvironmentalist, there ronmentally
cess. Whether you're passionate
setts Farm to
are so many
sustainable - aboutlabor rights, or you consider
School Initiagrown without yourselfto be an environmentalist,
tive and Camways to get involved.
chemical pesthere are so many different ways
bridge Health
Whether or not you're ticides, large- to get involved. Whether or not
Alliance, and
scale monoyou're thinking about the food
Sarah King,
thinking about the
cropping, or you eat, you'reingesting the issues
member of
Real Food BC, you eat, you're ingesting huge carbon regardless."
footprints."
King called for the students
Ecopledge, and
the issues regardless.
A&S '10.
Erin Ballepresent at the panel discussion
ine, GA&S '08,
A discussion
to get involved in the Real Food
Sarah King,
spoke at the movement at BC. Real Food BC,
and potluck
Member ofReal Food BC
small group in a partnership with Ecopledge
meal kicked
off the week and Ecopledge and A&S '10 discussion on and BC Dining Services, plans to
Monday about launch an organic garden behind
on Monday in
her experience Connolly House, staffed by stuHovey House,
followed by a screening ofthe film workingwith immigrant farmers in dentvolunteers. The gardenwould
King Corn on Tuesday. Real Food Immokalee,Fla. Balleine worked provide the foodfor the BC Green
Week was presentedby RealFood with the Coalition of fmmokalee Cafe that would take the place of
BC, a group ofundergraduateand Workers in boycotting corporaTamarind in Corcoran Commons.
graduate students working for tions like Taco Bell and Burger Real Food BC is still in the planKing for refusing to pay farm ning stage with Dining Services,
more sustainable food practices
workers 1 cent more per bucket working on menu ideas, but it
campus,
Ecopledge
on
as well as
than the standard price of 45 hopes to debut in the fall. Along
andthe sociologydepartment.
cents. These corporations work with food grown in the garden, the
Real Food BC began on camwith farming conglomeratesthat cafe would serve sustainableand
pus after two students, King and
By

Julia Wilson

Heights Editor

different

food

Panelists discuss labor rights, sustainability, ecological concerns, and treating animals fairly in thefood industry.
locally grown food from farmers
in the area.
At the small group discussion,
Cermak stressed the importance
of "taking control of our food
decisions" as college students.
Establishing connections to the
farmers andfarm workers,understanding the labor process, ways
to reduce food waste, and understanding the economics of the
food industry are all steps Cermak
gave for taking control.
Wechsler also stressed the
leverage students have in making
these food decisions that have a

university-wideimpact.
"When I got to BC, I was sort
of surprised by how generous the
student body was withregard to
our social missions, like going on
trips like Appalachia," Wechsler
said. "But when we started to discuss food and the people behind
the food, it was a completely new
conversation."
King also noted the lack of
awareness or concern for where
our food comes from when students don't see what goes on
behind the scenes in food production.

"[Students] don't see how
it's grown, who grows it, how it's
prepared or processed. Our job
as Real Food BC is to educate the
student body, and to do that, we
are going to have to implement
these methods like the sustainable cafe, a place where we can
support local farmers by serving
healthy food," King said. "We're
going to use it as an educational
tooltoraise awarenessabout these
issues. The problem is thatbefore
we can implement the cafe, we
need to have student input and
support.""

Filmmakers compete in Movie Fest
over the major organizational
responsibilities of the event.
Skylar Barbosa, co-director
This is quite an opportune of special events for the UGBC
time for student filmmakers and A&S '09, said, "We were
at Boston College. With the responsible for reserving rooms
BaldwinAwards still fresh in the and helpingout with promotion;
memory of many, yet another however, CMF has all their own
supplies and have been doing a
opportunity for students to cregreat jobwith promotion."
ate and showcase their own films
has made its way to BC.
Dan Costa, a member of
The Campus Movie Fest, an Campus Movie Fest, said, "We
organization started by four love the partnership we have
students at Emory University createdwith Reslife, the UGBC,
in 2001, gives students the opthe SLC, in additionto the support that we have gotten from
portunity to make their fiveminute films about the subject
thefilm professors and students.
of their choice, and showcase What really draws us is that
them before a panel of judges overall, there has been a really
with the possibility of winning positivereaction when bringing
the festival to campus. It's great
numerous prizes, worth thouto see teams come back every
sands of dollars.
year and share their improved
This year marks the competition'sfourth consecutive visit talents in addition to seeing
to BC, and over 40 teams of many new teams join in."
The contest takes place
students have enlisted to crethe spring at multhroughout
ate films.
The Campus Movie Fest was tiple colleges in eight cities
brought to BC by a partnership throughout the United States
between Campus Movie Fest, and the United Kingdom. Past
the UndergraduateGovernment winning films have been shown
of BC (UGBC), the Sophomore on CNN, The Today Show, and
Leadership Council (SLC), and ABC's WorldNews Tonight.
The Office of Residential Life.
While the event's initial atInpast years, the Campus Movie traction lies in these elaborate
Fest has been coordinatedby the prizes, most students are makResidence Hall Association;this ing films for the competition not
year, however, the UGBC took to win, but because they enjoy

By Dave Kete

Heights Staff

r. Recent fares From Boston to:

Recent fares From Boston to:

Pittsburgh

$86

owl

Mexico

$1760wl
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$92

owl

London

$3170w|

Tallahassee

$io2ow[|

Melbourne

$5730wl

StudentUniverse.com
rerms:Prices include $6 service fee. Some taxes and feesadditional. Based on actual bookings made onStudent Universewithin the past 45 days
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spective, kind of Pollyana-ish.I'm

talkingfundamentallyabouta vision
ofthe church," Deck said. "Thebest
their
change
Americans
favorite way to understandit is, 'themission
television shows, their hairstyle, has a church' not 'the church has a
their spouses - and recently, their mission.'"
The Catholic parish in America,
religion.According to a studyby the
Pew Forum on Religion and Public Deck said, tends to approach faith
Life, 44 percent ofAmerican adults and justice from a rational ideohaveleft thereligious denomination logical point of view, rather than
in which they were raised in favor one explicitlygroundedin faith. The
of another denomination, another current andfuture movement of the
faith, or no faith, and 10 percent of church calls forincreased affectivity
Catholics haveleft the church.
and emotion,Deck said, something
Allan FigueroaDeck, S.J., execuwhich has been missing in many
tive directoroftheOfficefor Cultural parishes.
"We have a vision of the church
Diversity in the Catholic Church in
the United States, thinks that the in theparish thatseems toturn what
is an instrument into an end," Deck
answer to retaining and recruiting
members of the church might lie said. "By and large, it's a more serene
in evangelization.In last night's and sedate vision of parishes."
"They do a lot of goodthings,
lecture, "The Evangelizing Parish:
Rhetoric or Reality," Deck spoke but evangelizing isn't one of their
about the future of the Catholic strong points."
Church andhow it can fulfill its misThe problem, Deck said, is parsion in a modernworld.The lecture tially generational.Evangelization
has become a term some Catholics
was sponsoredby the Institutefor
Religious Education and Pastoral are uncomfortable with, as they
Ministry and theChurch in the 21st associate it with Protestantism. In
some ways, the true meaning of the
Century Center.
Deck said that the mission has term has beenlost, Deck said. An inbecome obscured in the United creasedfocus on interfaith dialogue
States, as Catholics sometimes lose and respect for other religions has
sight of the fact that the purpose also made some Catholics feel as
of the parish extends beyond just if speaking up about theirfaith is
maintaining itself and must include taboo,Deck said.
"Evangelizationisn't only about
an aspect of evangelization,or prodialogue,it's aboutasserting whatwe
claiming one's faith.
"What I'mtalking about is pro- believe.It's beingup front, regarding
Assoc. NewsEditor
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receive a $10,000 prize.
Other prizes for winners

include Apple products such as
iPods, Mac mini computers, and
Apple TV. Different prizes will
be awardedforbest drama, best

comedy, best picture, and best
use ofmobile.
The best use of mobile is a
new category that encourages
promotion ofAT&T cellphones
that are handed out to contestants for theweek offilming. The
phones have unlimited minutes
and texting capabilities,but the
students are encouraged to go
beyond using themfor somefree
calls to their friends on spring
break in Hawaii and showcase
the phones in their movie.
Entrants have only a week
to shoot and edit their film; the
equipment will becollected next
Tuesday, the final submission
deadline for the contestant's
films.
Once submitted, a panel of
judges composed of BC students, faculty, and staff will
screen the films and choose one
to represent BC at the Boston
Grand Finale at the Colonial
Theatre on April 26. All films
submitted are posted on the
Campus Movie Fest Web site
and are availablefor viewing by
anyone at any time.

Viewers can vote for their
favorite films at home. Films
that receive the most votes will
be awarded a prize. The top
vote-getter will be shown as an
in-flight movie on Virgin Airlines flights.!

Evangelists call for revitalized church

Register Online:
Call us:

movie-makingas a hobby.
"I chose to participate [in
Campus Movie Fest] because
I had the free time and we won
last year," said Scan Hickey,
A&S '08. Hickey's team, Hoop
Dreamz, has won the BC contest for the last two years. The
team won last year with a short
film entitled "William Howard
Taft's Long Lost Tape," a parody
about the life of one of the nation's most obscure presidents.
He also saidthat movie making
is not a career aspiration for
him, just a fun hobby.
Another drawfor students is
thatall of the necessary moviemaking equipment - microphone, tripod, camera, tapes,
and computer with editing
software - is provided, free of
charge, for use during the week
offilming.
While there are no set guidelines for each video, there are
several categories under which
contestants can enter, including a category that focuses on
social justice, new this year
and sponsored by Elfenworks.
The winner in this category will

the bottom line about what it is we
believe as Catholics," Deck said.
Reaching Catholics through
traditionalmeans has becomemore
difficult in a secular world where
people believe and want different
things from their religion. Many of
those who are leaving the church
are peopleof European descentwho
were raised in the Catholicfaith but
no longerfeel a connection with the
church, Deck explained.
"We wouldn't abandonthe bottom line of what we believe [when
evangelizing],but we wouldaddress
what is bugging these 'recovering
Catholics.' The majority is going off
into this vague, 'I'm into spirituality,' or just 'living the good life,'"
Deck said. "Then the challenge of
an evangelicalchurch is, do we have
anythingto say to these people who
are lost in secular pursuit?"
Part ofthe answerfor revitalizing
the church might lie in the changing
face of its members. While many
Americans have left the Catholic
Church, immigrants from Latin
America, Africa, and other parts of
theworldhavebeenfilling American
parishes.
Identifyingandreaching this new
culture within the church, therefore,
is key to understandingthe church's
mission, Deck said.
"The target andthe outcome of
the church's pursuit of its identity
is always cultural," Deck said. "It's
impossiblefor the church to identify

its mission unless it is aware of its
culture, and culture is that place

ofwho people are and how they are
who they are."
This may lead parishes to focus
specifically on immigrant groups
within the church, and on serving
both their spiritual and material
needs. Masses held in the native
tongue of the parishioners could
help relieve anxiety and strengthen
the parish, and allow members to
pray in the languagewith which they
are more comfortable, Deck said.
The mission of the parish should
extend beyond helping immigrants
assimilate and could impact the
United States as a whole.
"The blessings of the people
coming into the country could affect
the tone and textureofAmericans in
thefuture. It all dependson whether
or not values theybring will be nurtured and respected," Deck said.
This revitalizationofthe Catholic Church and increased focus on
evangelization could lie in small
movements such as marriage encounters and Opus Dei, as well as
the changing culture of the church,
Deck said.
"Most of us know in the modern
world that it's not a question of
moving back. We're always moving
forward, so it's about bringing the
tradition alongwith us," Deck said.
"And we start to see, 'you know
what? We've only barelybegun the
transformation.'"\u25a0
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Israelis face harsh conditions of war on border Wald
doubts
energy
efforts
Gaza, from

Al

There are about 12,000 people livingin Sderot, a shrinking
community that hasreceived the
brunt ofthe 3,000 mortarbombs
and 3,150 missiles fired since
the attacks began, Maissel said.
Everyday,theylistenfor warning
sirens that call, "Tzeva Adorn,"
or "color red," indicating that
another missilehas been fired.
"Sderot is the favorite target
for the terrorist," Maissel said.
"The aim is to cause terror and
panic to as many people as possible, and if any one is injured or
killed, that's just a bonus."
Maissel said the people of
Sderot must be constantly alert
and prepared to find safety
should the siren sound. They
don't wear nice clothingbecause
theymay have to dive into a ditch
for cover, and they drivewith the
radio off, the window open, and
the seatbelt unbuckled.
"The peopleare very traumatizedthere. Theyhave norefuge.
It's not like they can be home
andbe safe," Maissel said. "The
vast majority ofhouses in Sderot
don'thave a protected room. If
there is a direct hit, there's not
much they can do."
Despite the difficult conditions, many people have stayed
in Sderot, some because they
simply cannot afford to move.
Businesses have been shutting
down and property values are
very low because no one wants
to come to Sderot, Maissel said.
There are some, however, who

remain out of principle.
"EveryFriday morning, thousands ofIsraelis come to Sderot
to do their shopping. It's tremendously encouraging for the
residents to see that people care
about them and want to support
them," Maissel said. "Thepeople
who come on Friday are making
a choice. Not everyoneis willing
to put themselves at risk."
The sirens have become a
part of daily life for those on
the Gaza border. To help the
childrencope, childrenin Sderot
learna song about whatdo when
the alarm sounds, whatwill happen, and how they will feel.
"It allows them to process
what'sgoing on, that it's normal
to be running and have your
heartpounding, and that things
continue afterwardsandit's over
now, sowepick up and carry on,"
Maissel said.
Maissel said that the living
conditionsfor Israelis in Sderot
and for Palestinians living in
Gazawere difficult on both sides,
and that the missiles fired into
Israelpresented the government
with a dilemmathat was not
easily solved. Maissel explained
that militants in Gaza often
fired from centers of civilian
population,making it more difficultfor Israelto avoid harming
civilians if they respond to the
attackers.
"International law allows
Israel to fire back with accurate
weapons," Maissel said. "It
doesn't erase the moral questions that have to beconsidered

though."
Maisselsaid that Israelwants
to protect its citizens, but there
is no easy answer as to what is
the best wayto respond to these
attacks.
"If Israel does target terrorists, it is open to interpretation
that Israel is breaching the
ceasefire," Maissel said. "But
a lot of people would interpret
restraint as inaction. A lot of
people in Sderot have a feeling
of abandonmentby the government."
Maissel said that while there
have been a limited number of
casualties in Sderot from the
missiles, the conditions there
are very stressful and affect the
quality of life for those living
on the border, and must also be
taken into consideration.
According to The BBC, as of
February, 3,000 people had left
Sderot. Maissel remains in his
home in Kibbutz Alumim, just a
few miles from Sderot, and said
he does not plan on leaving.
"I'm not going to moveeven if
the terrorist try to shootKassan
missiles at me," Maissel said.
Besides, he said, the range and
accuracy of the missiles continues to increase, and currently,
the missiles can cover up to 20
kilometers, leaving 200,000 Israelis within target range.
"The question is when do I
stop running? Sometimes you
have to make a principle, and
I'm not going to move," Maissel
said. "I'mnot goingto capitulate
to the terrorists."\u25a0

Reporter, from Al

COURTESYOF DANIEL KIRSCHNER

Maissel pointed to his hometown of Sderot, under seigeby Kassam missiles.

University announces speaker, degree recipients
McCullough, from Al
shows.
Arias, a member of the Order
of Friars Minor Capuchin, has
developed a presence in urban
communities within Boston and
New YorkCity through a life committed to humanitarian services.
Coming from a multicultural
background, born in New York
and raised in Spain, Arias's activities have spanned the globe,
reaching out to marginalized
peoples in eastern Africa and
South America, fn Boston, he
helped establish the Catholic
CharitiesCape Verdeanprogram,
which provides positive outlets
and counseling for at-risk youth.
He has also been instrumental in
working through communities of
the Capuchin Friars' in Africa to
combat HIV and AIDS. He holds
an undergraduate degree from
BC and a master'sfromColumbia
University.
Hansen, who had extensive
leadershiproles in health care and
aging in her career as a nurse, was
recently elected president of the
AARP. She willbe thefirst AsianAmericanto assume the position,

sources in our economy are cost

COURTESY OF GARY GILBERT, OFFICE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS

Honorary degrees will be awarded to Brother Celestino Arias, Jennie Chin Hansen, Anne P Jones,and Vice President and Special Assistant to thePresident Rev. William B. Neenan.S.J.

after having worked in nonprofit
elder care services in a Chinatown
community. Her unique approach
to health care for the aging population, called theProgram of Allinclusive Care to the Elderly, has
been implementedin some form
by every state in the country.
Jones holds both an undergraduate and a law degree from
BC, has served as the Federal
Communications Commissioner,
and is an associate trustee at

BC. Leaving private law practice
for a role on the Securities and
Exchange Commission(SEC), she
rose through the ranks quickly.
She held various directorships
and acted as general counsel in
several capacities. She was then
with theFCC forfour yearsbefore
returning to privatepractice. Although retired, she continues to
serve on various advisory boards
and remains involved in several
legal organizations.

Inflation drives tuition jump
- specifically Massachusetts - has
one of the highest costs of living
2007 and 2005-2006 stood at 6.2 nationwide. "It hasthe highest comand 6.6 percent, respectively.
mercial energy costs in the United
"This yearpresentedmany chalStates," Dunn said.
"This year's tuition increase was
lenges for BC due to higher than
anticipated inflationarypressures," driven by inflationary pressures
said University Spokesman Jack - including higher energy, food,
Dunn. "Coupledwith our commitand health care costs - and by our
ment to several strategic initiatives commitment to providing a firstthat will improve the educational class educational and formational
experience for BC students, we experience for all of our students,"
remain hopeful that
said University Pronext year's increase
vost CutbertoGarza.
"Our goal in
will be more moder"While remaining
setting tuition each committedto excelate."
An annual inyear is to enable lence both in and
crease in tuition is
out of the classroom,
the University
we have stepped up
expected in institutions of higher eduto provide the
efforts to gain yet
cation, as demandgreaterefficiencies in
best educational academic
ed by inflation and
and noncurrent economic experience possible academic programs
trends. "Our goalin
the
our students, throughout
setting tuition each
University to lessen
while keeping the financial pressures
year is to enable the
University to provide
promise a BC faced by families of
thebest educational
BC students, and
experience possible education available to narrow the gap
for our students,
between the cost of
while keeping the
BC and
their attending
promise of a BC regardless
median family ineducation available
need" comes."
for families regardTo meet the filess oftheirfinancial
nancial needsof stuPatrick Keating, dents attending or
need," said Executive Vice President
Executive Vice
planning to attend
Patrick Keating.
BC, the University
President
"This year, increased
has also increased
resources from tuthe amount of funds
ition will enable us to hire adallocated to financial aid by 6.5
ditionalfaculty, expand underpercent, bringing the total to $114
graduate student programs, and million. "BC is exceedingly generincrease our financialaidofferings." ous towardthose families in need,
Regionally, the New England area as one of 30 private universities
Tuition, from Al

for
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forfamilies
of
financial
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Waldhas been writing about environmentaltopics intermittently
since 1979, and spends most of
his time at the Times Washington
Bureau in Washington, D.C. On
Monday, he took time to speak
with students abouttheproblems
facing the future of renewable
energy in the United States and
worldwide.
While there are pieces of
evidence to suggest the world is
moving towardrenewable energy,
Wald is pessimistic aboutmaking
such greeninitiatives work in the
United States' current economy.
"I'mpleasedto see this trend
comingback, thoughI don'tthink
we'remuch smarter aboutit than
we ever were," Wald said.
Wald provided some statistics
to emphasize the limited extent
of renewable energy possible in
the current economy: the United States uses 100 quadrillion
BTUs of energy per year, and
only 70 billion, or one-tenth of
1 percent, are provided by solar
energy; one-third of 1percent by
wind, and roughly 1 percent by
bio-fuels.
The remaining energy output comes from nonrenewable
resources, making the switch
to a more environmentally sustainable globaleconomy seem a
daunting task. Like Wald said,
the main factors holding back
the integration ofrenewable re-

Neenan, a native of Sioux
City, lowa, became a member of
the BC community in 1980 as
the first Thomas I. Gasson, S.J.,
visiting professor. He never returned to his former institution,
the University of Michigan, but
has since been one of BC's best
selling points for generations of
students. Neenan also served as
the dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences and academic vice
president, and receives much
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in the nation that is need-blind in
its admissions policy," Dunn said.
"We are committedto meeting the

full demonstratedneed of all our
students."
Approximately 70 percent of
BC students receive some financial
aid, with the average package for
2008-2009 hovering at $27,974.
"The money for financialaid comes
from the interest offour endowment,
which is currently $1.75 billion,"
Dunn said. "Otheruniversities with
bigger endowmentscan better moderate tuition increases because they
canuse more money from the interest of their endowmentsto support
theiroperating budget."
By contrast, BC is a "tuitiondependentuniversity,"as 70 percent
of BC's operating budget comes
from tuition, room, and board
charges. The operating budget for
the2008-2008 year hasbeen set at
$772 million. "We are very focused
on growing the endowment,"Dunn
said. "Father Leahy spends a good
deal of time soliciting donations
from alumni andfriends so that we
have the resources to provide $114
millionin financial aid, and so that
wecan providethe educationaland
co-curricular resources that make
BC such a desirable university."
Indeed, BC remains the fourth
most-applied-to private university in the country, receiving almost
31,000 applicants for a classof 2,250
- an 8 percent increase from last
year. BC's 35th-placestandingin the
U.S. News and World Report, along
with rankings in two "best value"
lists, has secured BC a prominent
spot among the top national
universities.

\u25a0

creditfor the University's rise to
nationalprominence. Beyond his
responsibilities as a University
vice president, Neenan has officiated the weddings of many BC
alumni and publishes an annual
"Dean'sList" ofmust-readbooks.
He also provides a welcoming
environment for students from
across the nation, hosting luncheons where those from similar
geographicregions can meet each
other. \u25a0
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and availability.
As a comparison, Wald noted
that the average cost of one
kilowatt of energy using nonrenewable resources costs approximately11cents, whereasthe
same amount of energy fueled by
solar power would cost upward of
47 cents. The differenceadds up
quickly, Wald said.
Furthermore, our government
has sloweddown theintroduction
of these renewable sources into
our economy, as Congress continuallyfails to put a price tag on
carbon dioxide,Wald said.
"If I were to run or build a
solar, nuclear, or coal plant, I'd
want to knowwhat carbon would
cost," Wald said. "But Congress
hasn'tbeen able to get its act together for the past two years."
The availabilityfactor is also
a major impediment, as many of
these alternatives are unreliable
as permanent and consistent
sources of energy. Wind, Wald
said, is cheaper than natural
gas, and shouldbe the economic
choice; however, the windblows
when it wants to, making it too
unpredictable to be the main
source of energy.
"It'sa very steep hillto climb,"
Wald said. "And it has to be
climbedby market economics."
The United States, Wald said,
cannot continue down its current path, especially because of
its prominent stance within the
global economy. Wald said that
many smaller countries, namely
Denmark, have been able to
avoidor "lie"about their renewable energy use by hiding behind
bigger nations and their renewable efforts, comparing these
countries to fleas on the backs
of elephants.
"In the United States,we can't
pull the same trick," Wald said.
"We are the elephant."
Another problem with alternative sources, Wald said, is
that some are not as renewable
or environmentally sustainable
as we may think. Bio-fuels and
ethanol for cars, for example,
require more energy to make (the
waythey are made now) than they
save on output. Wald's argument
was not entirely negative; hesaid
progressive change in the future
is possible,but the U.S. economy
has simplyprevented it from getting there.
Until the government takes
some sort of action on renewable energy legislation, little
change can be made, Wald said,
and little can be assumed about
what is to come for energy efforts
in the future.
"Part of the solution will be
renewable," Wald said. "But I'm
here to tell you with confidence:
I don'tknow what's goingto happen next." \u25a0
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Dc Klerk speaks on United States' role as world police
Dc Klerk, from Al
to this role due to its unchallenged military and economic

Unfortunately, he
said, this leadership role allows
the United States to become an
easy target for criticism from all
over the world.
"The UnitedStates is likelyto
becriticizedwhatever it does.If
it acts to enforceUN resolutions
in Iraq, it is accused of imperialism. If it fails to intervene in
other crises, such as the current
conflict in Darfur, it is slighted
for being insensitive to theplight
of Africans. Unfortunately, this
is the price that must be paid for
being the only remaining super
power," dcKlerk said.
Dc Klerk said he looked to
Teddy Roosevelt for advice on
supremacy.

how a superpower like theUnited
States might tackle the responsibility of being a world leader.
DcKlerk applaudedRoosevelt's
famed mantra, "Speak softly and
carry a big stick," lauding the
country's use of the "big stick"
in its reaction to the Sept. 11
terrorist attacks and the war on
terror that ensued.
DcKlerk praised theremoval
ofSaddamHussein: "There can
be no doubt about one thing
- Iraq, the Middle East, and
the world are better places after the destructionofhis brutal
regime," he said. However, he
reminded U.S. leaders not to
forget the equally important
second bit of advice: to speak
softly.
As a worldleader, he advised
theUnited States to examine the

root causes of conflicts, which

he said hebelieves emergefrom
poverty, repression, ignorance,
and fanaticism. In our attempt
to ameliorate the deteriorating
circumstances in other parts of

the planet, dc Klerk said that
world leaders must make the
reduction ofpoverty, promotion
of human rights, and peaceful
resolution ofconflicts their main
priority.

He pointedto the increasing
disparity betweenthe
GDP of the richest and poorest countries as evidence that
immediate action needs to be
taken to promote the growth of
underdevelopedeconomies. "We
need to recognize the symbiosis
between stability, prosperity,
democracy, and freedom. Economic prosperity creates the
economic

environmentin which democracy
and free institutions can grow,"
he said.
One of the key obstacles
impeding the economic growth
ofThird World nations, he said,
is that their governments cannot afford to provide farmers
with the agricultural subsidies
that first world countries can.
Therefore, they have no way of
competing with the low prices
thatfarmers in the United States
are able to offer. Rather than
driving out the competition
from other countries, dc Klerk
said, the United States should
embrace their contributions by
investing in Third World countries and including them in the
global economy.

The same can be said about
the spread of democracy, he

said.Rather than making flashy
speeches about the need for democracy in developingcountries,
dc Klerk urged world leaders
to actively encourage nations
to work toward a democratic
society.

"Encourage does not mean to
deliver sermons, to stand up and
make a noble speech about the
need for democracy in Africa.
Encourage means to take their
hand, to sit down with those
leaders,to convince themto take
ownership oftheir own programs
as how to promote democracy,"
he said.
Dc Klerk has paved the way
for the encouragement ofwhich
he speaks. Through the establishment of a GlobalLeadership
Foundation that consists of 24
government leadersfromall over

the world, he provides aresource
to nations wishing to establish

democracy. These leaders activelyinteract with governments
to solvetheir problems in a "discreet" and private fashion.
Finally, dc Klerk urged the
Untied States to stay true to its
values as it enters into the new
age of globalization.
"The greatnessof the United
States does not lie in the undoubted strength of its armies,
and it does not lie in the undoubted strength ofits navy and
its air force," he said. "It lies in
the values andideas of personal
and economic freedom that it
represents. If the United States
can remain trueto these ideals, I
believe it will succeed in carrying
out its historic globalleadership
role."

\u25a0

EAGLES OFF TO DENVER

DAVID GIVLER/ HEIGHTSEDITOR

The crowd in Conte was 200 strong when Spike Lee spoke on thefilm industry and his life before Hollywood.

Lee inspires students to look
past the money, find passion
"I did not choose film;film chose me.
?

LAN THOMAS/ HEIGHTS EDITOR

Students gathered in front of Conte to bid farewell to the men's hockeyteam, on its way to the Frozen Four.

Spike Lee

Spike Lee, from Al

Lee said he concluded that this
was because he succumbed to
event," he said. He alsorevealed a temptation common among
his college status as a mediocre novice filmmakers: using too
C-minus student. "I was totally much action.
unmotivated;f was just taking up
Lee encountered the same
issues when attempting to fund
space," Lee said.
One hot summer in NewYork, the critically acclaimedfilm The
Insider. "We had to go to Europe
Lee said he decidedto take advantage of a camera he hadbeen to get financing for this film,"
gifted, and filmed the New York he said.
City blackout and various block
Kevin Lime, A&S '08, said
parties at which he found himthathelistened gratefully to Lee
self present. He said, "I did not becauseLee possesses the merit
choose film; filmchose me. From to guide students based on his
that moment on, I was a B-plus own life struggles. Lime said he
student." He began studyingfilm, appreciated Lee most "because
and eventuallyappliedto the top ofhis experience as a college stuthreeAmericanfilm schools. He dentand getting through reallife
was accepted onlyto NYU, where
and all of its difficulties."
he was classmates withAngLee,
Lee did notrefrain fromoffering commentary on current and
directorof Crouching Tiger, Hidpast government and political
denDragon.
After winning a Student representatives. "This war is
Academy Award, Lee said he never going to end, especially
expected success in Hollywood with McCain leadingit," he said.
to follow at a considerably efHe discussedColinPowell's past
fortless pace. "I was waiting beguilement,saying bluntly, "We
for the phone call, and I knew got bamboozledby the weapons
it would come, but this funny
of mass destruction." He sugthing happened: The phone got gested to students the possibiliturned off. That's what happens ties engenderedby a future with
when you don't pay your bills." ablackpresident. On the war, he
His poverty and his inexperience said, "You're not even worried
in professionalfilmmaking were aboutthe $8 trillion,you're wordiscouragingissues, butLee said ried your son or daughter isn't
eventuallythey helped him to coming home."
Lee reminded students rereach an important epiphany.
He contemplated his recent peatedly that responsibility for
failed film attempt, titled Mesthe future - their own and the
senger. It had never received the nation's - should not be forgotfunding it was promised, and ten. "We all want to have fun

some point,
you've got to put the childish

and party, but at

stuff away."
Lee spoke aboutthe struggles
of overcoming and living up to
his dualistic heritage. He said,
"I'm four generations removed
from slavery, but also a third
generation 'Morehouse Man.'"
He emphasizes the importance,
particularly for blacks, of challenging the cliched gangster
facade haunting the community,
while simultaneouslyrefusing to
accept the 'white equals intelligence' correlation suggestedby
stereotypesin society.

"What has happenedthat we
equate acting ghettowith acting

black?" he said.
Lee said he sees crack usage as perhaps the biggest obstacle to the prosperity of the
black community today. He said,
"Heroin doesn't do the things
that crack does. Consequently,
you have a whole generation of
children ofcrackheads bringing
themselves up."
Lee saidhe creditshis persistence andhiswork ethic for much
ofhis success, and urges students
to both work diligently, and to
work at something for which
they have true passion. "Whatever you want to do, you have to
bust your ass," he said. He also
warned students not to choose
careers based on monetary affluence. "Plenty of people with
money are committing suicide,"
he said.

\u25a0

Amanda Geiger never saw the drunk driver.
Friends Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk.
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

Finally tiring of
tuition increases

"That man is the richest whose pleasures are the cheapest"
?Henry David Thoreau

THE ISSUE: Costs increase about 6 percent over last year
WHAT WE THINK: Current trend of increases unsustainable
Tuition continued its steady rise
this weekwith the announcementthat
the cost ofa Boston College education
has gone up 6 percent from last year,
setting the figures at $37,410 for tuition and $12,150 for room, board, and
mandatory fees, bringing the grand
total to a whopping $49,560.
Lately, tuition increases have
become as predictable as they have
been exacting. Consistent increases
ofbetween 4 and 7 percent have been
the norm for over a decade.For the
most part, these increases have been
offset by increases in financial aid,
but that hasn't prevented parents
and students alike from feeling the
sticker shock of a $200,000 education(about thetotal thisyear's freshmen should expect topay), especially
when much of the financial aid consists of loans.
This has not been a BC problem,
but rather a national one. The national averageincrease in tuition was
5.9 percent, and the cost of higher
education has gone up above the rate
of inflation for over a decade. State
schools have been hit just as hard as
private schools, as state legislatures
continue to treat higher education
money as pork tobe trimmed. So what
can we do?Theproblem seems intractable - whenit's not one thing raising
university costs, it is another. Tuition
increases have been tied to increases
in the cost ofhealth care, energy,pensions, and other expenses. Yet these
costs are common at institutions
across our economy, and education
increases above the inflation rate. Is

there something about higher educationthat makes it more susceptible to
high costs and more resistant to belttightening? Value, it seems, shouldfit
into the mission of higher education,
and someone needs to take the lead
in making this a priority.
That said, we would be wise to
consider thewords ofPeter Ireland at
an event on the meaning ofa Catholic

universitylast month. Universities,he
said, are not and should not be run

strictly on abusiness model. This can
easily cause us to lose sight of what
education is all about. But what happens when costs spiral upward, and
middle- and lower-income students
get squeezedout?
The Chronicle of Higher Education
recently reviewed Marc Bousquet's
dystopic look at the future of higher
education should it continue to operate more and more like a business.
Disappearing liberal arts majors, students teaching students, and the slow
death of tenure are but a few of his
dire predictions if this business basis
keeps up. Yet ifBousquet has his way
and universities don't do anything
to deal with rising costs, instead just
passing them on to students, we will
continue to see tuitionrising through
the roof, eclipsing the cost of most
middle-class homes and sending
young students into heavy debt.
The only thing that seems clear
is that the status quo is unsustainable. With BC tuition at the $50,000
threshold, it seems about time to say
enough is enough on tuitionincreases
above the rate of inflation. Cutting
costs in such a competitive environment (especially where students are
attracted by bells and whistles like
iPods and cool recreation complexes)
is difficult, but University leaders
need to find ways to keep education
affordable for everyone. We stand on
the verge of a greatproject: $1.7 billion
for our 10-yearplan. It will undoubtedly make our university great, but

it seems incongruous to continue to
raise tuitionto suchheights. At some
point, value needs to be included as
one of the virtues of a higher education experience.

lated valuable insights, why not make
it a mandatory annual event for all
servicetripparticipants?If thesepanels
were held before the trips took place,
they would be able to supplement the
myriad meetings already attended
by Appalachia volunteers and Pedro
Arrupe groups and provide a needed
perspective to the issue of race on
service trips.

Thesepanels must not shy away from
the uncomfortable issues that are inevitable with such a loaded topic. Students must confront the issues of race
head-on, openly engagingthe claims of
service trip nay-sayers. Students must
grapple with the concept of the "great
whitehope" and examine how photography affects the image of service trip
participants. When it comes to these
service excursions, the issue of race is
inevitable,especially with international
trips to Latin American and African
countries.
This controversy with the satirical
fliers indicates thattherace discussion
is happening on campus, yet it seems
to be a secluded affair, confined to the
Letters to the Editor section and discussions with friends and roommates.
The Heights encourages groups to step
up to the plate in making this dialogue
more public, and we offer our full support andpartnership to anyone looking
to collaborate on this initiative.
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Service trips provide valuable formative experiences
Christine
is correct("Fliers stir up campus controversy, Apr. ?); it is difficult to measurethe work ofreturning
students from Boston College's service trips. "How many
students who have gone on these trips do service work in
Boston?" 2osche asked.
I have an answer: at least one, 2osche'sremarks are particularly unfair because, likeshe said, it is hard to quantifythe statistics.
However,I offer my own experiences,I went on an immersion trip
last year and have built upon that experience this year through
work at an after-schoolprogram in Boston and byexploringissues
ofrural poverty in America through
Describing service trips as wasted time, money, and effort is inaccurate. Saying students leave the experiences in

the country, aside from Facebook photos, is false. My own
advocacy continues on campus through my attendance of
various speakers, involvement in extracurricular activities,
and enrollment in specific courses. Some participants even
enroll in programs such as JesuitVolunteer Corps and Teach
for America upon graduation.
Myproblemwith this article is the same as with the fliers
themselves.Both offer indictments,and thencallfor dialogue,
ft wouldbe best to begin with conversations and questions,
not judgments.
Stafford Oliver
As3S '10

Choose a major you really love

should also consider helping to forestall the upward march of tuition. At
a university whose Jesuit heritage
includes a commitment to the poor,

THE ISSUE: Satiric fliers spark controversy on campus
WHAT WE THINK: Conversation could address issues

The

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

as costs continue to rise, trustees

Flier response shows
need for dialogue
Last week, April Fool's Day fliers
stirred controversy by attempting to
satirize the service trip culture at Boston College. While the issueofrace and
service trips is not newon this campus,
a more serious dialogue is imperative
based on the number and diversity
of responses within the community.
However, if discussion on this issue
remains limited to unauthorized fliers
and TheHeights' opinionspages, it can
never fully develop the deeper level of
attentionit deserves. Words composed
by faceless writers lack the voice and
presence of actual discussion.
Almost a year ago, a panel on race
and service trips sponsored by the
AHANA Leadership Council (ALC) and
FACES fostered a successful discussion
after many of the service trips had already returned. The panel featured the
leader ofa microfinance trip toBolivia,
a member oftheAppalachia leadership
council, an organizer of a service trip
to Turkey Creek, Miss., an organizer
of the Ugandan Solidarity trip, and
a leader in the Pedro Arrupe Immersion Program. These five students, all
intimately involved in the service trips
of this University and very in tune to
racial issues, wereable to spark positive
discussions about the issues to which
thefliers alluded.
Since this topic drew such a large
crowd (about 200 people) and stimu-
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Theresa Pilz

the sentence, "I am graduating with a
degree in English and I wish I werenot,"
because of the writer's correct usage of
the subjunctive (I hate it when people
say, "I wish I was..."It's, "I wish I were!"

As I was enjoying my dinner in the
of my Edmond's comrades
Monday evening, the subject of "next
year" came up. As per usual, the conversation shifted to how each of our
majors would inform our future plans.
During this exchange ofhopes, dreams,
fears, and ambitions, an article that
had appeared in The Heights that day
was brought to my attention by a fellow,
rather indignant, English major. She
informed me of the article's contents,
how it expounded upon the uselessness of obtaining an undergraduate
degree in English, and how insulting
she found it.
After hearing ofthe various offenses
committedby said article,I determined
not to read it, as I would probablyonly
find it unsettling.
However, as I was struggling to
complete my (English) senior thesisthe
following night, I opted to take a break
and do something entertaining. I suppose in the midst ofall my thesis work,
I was feeling particularly masochistic,
and so I picked up the previous day's
Heights and took a gander at the article
in question. Surprisingly, I found it
quite delightful. I vehementlydisagree
with its argument, but I enjoyed it
thoroughly nonetheless. It was witty,
charming, well-written, and very persuasive. I was especially pleased with

At least his English major has taught
him proper usage ofgrammar, however
valuable that may or may not be in the
age of "ttyl," "bffs," and my all-time
favorite, "u." ("What r u doing? Where
r v?") But I've digressed.
I have to say I'mreally pleasedto be
graduating this May with a degree in
English fromBoston College. What has
it given me? Well, for starters,I consider
myselfrather wellread. OK, so I could
have done that on my own. Sure. Fine.
Yeah, I could have spent my spare time
at BC with myheadburied in TheBrothers Karamazov, but I know I wouldn't
have. Maybe that's a poor argument. to English.
I know people who are graduating
Perhaps Neil Johnson is a better man
than I, who as a, say, biochemistryneufrom CSOM and regret that they did
rophysics major, wouldhave the will to not major in something that really
tear himself away from NFL Blitz 2000 enthralledthem.If you try to suppress
in orderto delve into Dostoevsky.
part ofyourself for practicality's sake,
Beyond that,I have to argue thatinthatpart willonly resurfacelater in life,
terpretationis a valuable skill, andlike probably at a most inconvenient time,
and then you'll have to reconcile with
any skill, one must practice it in order
to acquire it. Yes, we use novels (or short the fact that you don'tknow what you
really want, or who you really are. I'm
stories or poetry) as our medium for
developingthis skill, but I don't think not saying an English major will tell you.
that makes the skill any less valid. I I'm just saying it can.
imagine there are many careers in which
individuals willbe providedtextualmaTheresa Pilz is a senior in the College of
terial in need ofinterpretation beyond Arts and Sciences.
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The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding 200 words
and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for its op/ed
pages.
The Heights reserves theright to edit for clarity, brevity, accuracy, and
to preventlibel. The Heights also reserves theright to write headlines and
choose illustrations to accompany pieces submitted to the newspaper.

Submissions must be signed and should include the author's connection to Boston College, address, and phone number. Letters and columns
can be submitted online at www.bcheights.com, by e-mail to editor©
bcheights.com, in person, or by mail to Editor, The Heights, 113 McElroy
Commons, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467.
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theirbasic reading skills.
Furthermore, as trite as it sounds, I
feel the English major has helped me to
find myself. Whether I wasreading Dostoevsky or Virginia Woolf, I read these
words that not onlyprovided me with
new ideasbut also expressed,through
language, things I knew I thought but
could never properly put into words. I
feel I am not only a well-rounded individual,but also one whoknows herself
verywell.Ithink thiskind ofself-awareness is perhaps the most important
thing one can take away from college,
andI'd be lying if I said my reading did
not play abig role in it.
If you'll allow me to be trite once
more, I would advise those currently
undeclared to study what you love. I
know English professors at BC who
begana career in science, onlyto switch
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In defense of the English major

Thumbs
Up
Facebook Chat - The
Internet networking site
releasedits chat application
on Monday, allowingusers
to share lulz with theirbffls
without havingto switch
between AIM andFacebook.

Bill Buckner - FormerWorld
Series goat and symbol of
"the Curse of the Bambino"
throws out the first pitch on
opening day at Fenway Park.
A standing ovation from the
Red Sox crowd helped an
emotionalBuckner retire a
past ofridicule.

Thumbs
Down
Campus Technology

Resource Center (CTRC)
- Long lines were the norm
this week, as many of the
printers in the CTRC were
not in use. If we are going to
pay for printing and print
double sided, can we at least
have enough doublesided
printers to get in and out in
a reasonable amount of time?

Memphis - Poor free-throw
shooting down the stretch
cost Memphis a national
championship. Up nine
points with two minutes
to go, the Tigers could not
hold offKansas and fell in
overtime, 75-68. TU / TD
is down $5 to Sports Editor
JessicaIsner as a result.
OlympicTorch - Symbol
of worldwidesolidarity is
attackedand repeatedly
sprayed with a fire
extinguisher in protests over
China's treatment ofTibet.
Mediablunders - The Heights
isn't the only publicationto
have a gaffe on occasion. The
New York Times publishes a
typo on a front page headline
on Monday.

Spike Lee Event - While
Spike Lee was undoubtedly
cool, he kept students waiting
in the cold before sending
everyone inside to Conte
Forum.

Kathryn

the pre-professional, we run the risk of business of Will Hunting and his $1.50
questioning the validity of notjustEnglish in library fines, f like the picture that's
but also philosophy, German, theology, paintedhere - a worldwhere we leave our
fine arts, political science, and ultimately, $200,000in the bank and ferret ourselves
away in the section of a public library
liberal arts itself. As any English majorturned-lawyer will tell you, that's quite somewhere whose title might otherwise
the slippery slope.
have appeared on a degree. But there is
It is also likely that any literate adult another scene in the same film to which
who did not major in English is just as I'd like to allude, where Hunting likens his
capable of reading Dubliners as the next own mathematicalabilitiesto Beethoven
and the piano, explaining how when it
Joyce enthusiast. But to major in something is to committhecentralfocus of your came to their talents, both men could
educationto a particular discipline and all always "just play." ft seems appropriate
its various applications and permutations.
that someone with this kind of ability
When I studiedKant sophomore year, it should be unimpressed with those of us
didn't compelme to become a philosophy who need syllabi and a little professorial
major, but I understoodthat this was not guidanceto attain maximum exposure to
our academic fields. But I've never really
grounds for its eradicationfrom the collection of disciplines deemed worthy of thought ofBeethoven and myself as havattention by the academic world.
ing too much in common, talent-wise.
Mr. Johnson says he can't think of a
There may be some who viewEnglish
singlereason tomajor in English, and, setas little more than a side dish to a more
ting aside this awfully gloomyreflection on utilitarian main course, ff we were to
the experienceof four years of college, it press this culinary analogya littlefurther
seemsrelevant to point out thathis article to the brink, it might do well to point
is incredibly articulateand his command out that the study of English was how
of languageparticularly precise, fn truth, the cook was able to read and have his
it's possible that Mr. Johnson has always imagination captured by the recipe in
been an excellent writer, that his skills the first place. To push English so far to
have not improvedduring his time at Bosthe margins that it becomes a diverting
ton College,and that they would exist as accessory to something deemed more
such even if he had majored in something academically significant is to deny the
less literary and more "useful." I believe very cornerstone of education, that is,
that my own experience of majoring in a the expressionand experience ofhuman
disciplineconcernedprimarily with readhistory through the written word.
ing and writing taught me a thing or two
about how to be a more effective writer, Kathryn Dill is a Heights staff columnist.
but that may just be me.
She welcomescommentsatkdill@bcheights.
Finally, we really should address this com.

Dill

Neil Johnson raises a goodpoint in his
April4 column"The TorturedExistenceof
a GraduatingEnglishMajor" - there are a
lotofunfortunateaspects ofbeing an English major. The constant questions about
what gradeyou wouldlike to teach, andthe
shocked responses if you say "none." The
expectation that you can spell anything
correctly and are available to do so at any
given time of the day or night. The pressure to wear socks with sandals andattend
open mic nights and liearound in the grass
talking about Kerouac - for fun. Face it,
kids, English majors lead livesfraught (FR-A-U-G-H-T) with woe.
But wouldwe reallyhave it any other
way?
As anaive freshman marketingmajor,
facing a life of employment,financial stability, and guaranteedhealthcare, I chose
to change my majorto English. What can
I say? JaneAusten made me do it.
"Oh ENGLISH," family friendswould
say politely, "And, uh, what will you do
with that?"
Indeed.
But in questioning the necessity for a
major that may not directly impart practical job skills, or that leans, by virtue,
toward the intellectual and away from

An English apologetic
the time, to escape "existentialsolitude"
for a while.But for all of us, as aculture,
literatureis a record and an explorationof
As an English major, I've grownaccuswho we are and what we believe in. It's no
tomedto thebarbs and jabs about the usecoincidence that curricula, since the birth
fulness of my course of study. Most of the ofliberalarts education,have put literature
time, though, they're not as impassioned onequal footing with otherfields ofinquiry.
andconsidered as Neil Johnson'sscreedin Our literature is just as much a part of
the last issue ofTheHeights ("The tortured culture and society as our history, our art,
existence of a graduating English major," and our science. You can reject literature
Apr. 7). I won't profess to knowwhat happersonally, but to infer that it is somehow
pened during Mr. Johnson's career as an unworthy of study is simplyreckless.
Mr. Johnson goes wrong in a number
English major at Boston College, but he
brings up many points in his piece that ofways, not the least ofwhich is thinking
ofan Englishdegree as "training."I don't
beg for comment andrebuttal.
Mr. Johnson's misunderstanding and subscribe to the ideathat practicality is
wholesale dismissalof the art and craft of thebest metric forjudgingtheworthof a
writing, both journalistic and creative, is bachelor's degree,becausepracticalityis
distressing. The ideathat any degree "comdifferentfor everyindividual.If Mr. Johnbined with a few thoroughreadings ofStrunk son is interested in a list of "skills" that
and White's Elements of Style" is a suitable an English degree is supposed to confer,
qualification to be a professional journalist how about the ability to interpret not
is absurd on its face.To say thatnews writing just novels and poems in particular, but
requires only "10 cent words we shouldknow complexandnuancedideas in general, or
the abilityto conveyone's own ideas in an
byhigh school" is like implying that a secondgrade teacher only needs to know as much articulate, elegant, and persuasive way.
as an 8-year-old. These are reckless claims,
I could go on, but insteadI'll address
the obvious argument that these skills
especially when used to exhort underclassmen not to consider an English major.
aren't theexclusive domainof English. I
To treat allliteratureasmere diversion is think that's the point that Mr. Johnson's
equallyrash. Literatureat its best, thelitera- piece addresses, but doesn'tfollow to its
ture that stays with us, isn't only meant to logical conclusion. To think of a liberal
arts degree,English orotherwise,assome
give us a windowinto a given writer'sworldview; it helps us to shape our own. For the manner of suitable training for a given
individual, literature may be a way to pass trade is off the mark; rather, I believe it's

Tim Czerwienski

a general marker of a level ofintellectual
rigor, discipline, and curiosity. At the
undergraduate level, it comes down to
what subjects are going to best engage
you in thinking critically. At the end of
the day, a history major mightknow more
about history, and a biologymajor prob-

ablyknows more about biology, but we all
share certain academic and intellectual
characteristics, and complete mastery
of a specific field isn't one of them. For
the most part, physicists are physicists,
theologians are theologians, and so on,
not because ofwhatthey learned in their
undergraduate major, but because of
the knowledge and skills they gained in
studying for advanced degrees.
There are few magic majors that will
lead to automatic, fulfilling employment
upon graduation. English majors become
writers, lawyers, bankers, and teachers.
For that matter, so do philosophy and
political science and physics and theology majors. The idea that we emerge fully
formed and ready to excel in the career of
our choosing at the end of May of senior
year is a fantasybest abandoned.A liberal
arts degree, no matter what the subject, is
a first step. Whether the next one is a job
you hate, a career you love, an advanced
degree, or whatever,is dependent on you,
not your major.

Tim Czerwienski is a graduateof theCollege
ofArts and Sciences, Class of 2006.

Judge perpetrators, not victims
advice is mainly the co-evolutionary
relationship that exists between vicholds the rapist solely accountable, we tim and aggressor. In biology, we learn
disproportionallyinvest our effortsinto about predator-preyrelationships. The
programming established to empower NationalCenterfor EducationInformathe victim instead of penalizing and tion explainshow an important thing to
realize is that as two organisms adapt to
disenfranchising aggressors. The reckaggressors throw us into a state their environments, their relationship
less
Fevry
Nidia
of panic, and so we naturally adopt remains the same; because they are both
By the logic ofour victim-indifferent defensive stances that allowthe majoradapting, neither adapts more fully in
society, we shouldinvest in self-defense ity of us to coexist with these monsters. relation to the other.
programming and initiatives thatwould Society doesn't have to tell us to be
Instead of training the victim to
spread awarenessto children ofabusive defensive; what they are essentially alprotect it from therapist, who will evenparents on how to protect themselves lowingto happenbyblaming the victim tually evolve to penetrate those systems
fromattacks. As part oftheprogram, of willeventuallyleave theremaindermore of protection, can we instead focus on
course, we wouldmake sure that these paranoid, panicked, and suppressed appealing to the morality of the rapist
child abuse victims adhered to certain women - who are forced to live their and work on instilling an irreparable
stipulations. These include, but are not life and make their choices according shamefor that type ofbehavior?ft seems
limited to, taking certain preventative to what a predatormight do.
that by questioning the victim, we are
measures to curb the rate of abuse: no
The advice offered on how to adapt somewhatindirectlyjustifyingthe crimes
crying, norunning aroundthe house, no proper preventative measures against of the aggressor. By asking the child not
asking too many questions, no bringing rape is well-intentioned.Unfortunately, to throw temper tantrums so as not to
up sensitive subjects, and certainly no it suffers one fundamental flaw: The agitate mommy, it would take a considtemper tantrums, no getting into any result is only partial coverage. Like a erable amount ofresponsibilityfrom the
troublewhatsoever. Childrenthat suffer bullet-proof vest, it protects in some true criminal. Which is worse: A rape
fromabusive parents should make sure situations, but not all.The bullet-proof act committed against an unsuspectto steer clear of theseinfringements, as
vest would bemuch more effective if we
ing, conservative, and sober woman, or
they could leadto abuse. Theblack and rid ourselves ofbullets all together. Thus, one committed against a promiscuously
blue scars and potential emotionaland the problem with this type ofregressive dressed,drunk, and flirty girl?Posing this
appears that instead of exerting our
energies in establishing a society that

question is unethical, as is even taking it
into consideration.Rapeis rape, no matter what way you put it. It is wrong and
it should never be blamedon the victim.
These messages are not healthy.Rapists,
you should be ashamedof yourselves.
The media also play a major role in
perpetuating this problem. The results
of a marriage between our patriarchal
society andpervasive media are signals
that provide allowances for rape in our
society. Pornographic films romanticize
rape intertwinedwith a tinge ofexcitement and thrill; ask anyrape victim how
exciting and thrilling it was.
Working within this scope, 1 find it
hard to stomach the countless arguments made essentially in defense of
the aggressor in a rape case, speculating that perhaps the victim should
have exercised more caution, should
not have been drinking, or should have
worn a larger-sizedblouse. How about
this one for size: Perhaps he should not
have raped her!

Nidia Fevry is a Heights staff columnist. She welcomes comments at fevry@
bcheights.com.

Surviving
hurricane
April

Matt Hamilton
Tom Epstein reminded my class that
April is the crudest month, "breeding
/ Lilacs out of the dead land, mixing /
Memory and desire, stirring / Dull roots
with spring rain."
Summer is upon us, winteris behind us,
and we seem caught in the unstable transition, wondering where we are going.
Do I get an internship?Nonprofit or
for-profit? Banking or research or running off to lands exotic and remote? Do
1 pursue a relationship? To read or to
skim? To write a thesis or to preserve
one's sanity? To sleep in or to attack the
day?Fleece or windbreaker?JVC or Peace
Corps? Umbrella or raincoat? Simply
Orange or Minute Maid? To make eye
contact or gaze at the new mulch? To go
out or to study? To take a cab or the T or
to (gasp) walk?
So many dilemmas, of such inconsequentialvalue, but they are the thoughts
that persist through the day, finding us
first thing in the morning and sitting with
us as we fall asleep.They lingerin conversations, they drone through the mind in
class, they stir us as we walk from Fulton
to Carney, from CollegeRoad to the Plex,
from the Mods to Mary Ann's.
I cannot quite articulate their substance - these thoughts, that is. The
satellite images of hurricanes serve as
the only useful depiction: a torrent of
thoughts, dreams, desires, seizing and
evolving and morphing around and in us
as we - each our own eye of the storm,
literal and metaphorical- move through
"life."
"Wouldn't it becool to be a journalist?"
"I want to hike the Appalachian Trail."
"GoldmanSachs has a nice ring to it - I'd
jump on board." "Iwant one thingonly: the
Harvard Ph.D." "Could I really just leave
the country for two years anddissolveinto
a far-off land?" "To be an electedofficial
- to serve the public - wouldbe the pinnacle of'me.'"
Each thought a cell in the storm,
gravitating, moving in and out, each a
part in the ever-fluxing vastness of you.
ft's so hard to breathe sometimes, isn't
it? And the loomingflurry of finals and
papers and tests and exams spells no
relief, just more time in the library and
less time outside.
Well, take a breath. Go for a walk. If
you have to withdrawfrom a class, do it;
worry not about the "W," but instead on
the empowering possibility of directing
your choice of study. Sometimes it takes
a W to do it.
Head into Boston. Do your homework
in the Boston Public Library, or at a cafe
at BU, or on a bench in the Common.Go
to a different church, temple, or mosque
- maybe your spirit needs the nourishment that your own tradition can't give.
God works in mysterious ways, doesn't
She?
Extend philia. Befriend yourself as
you do to others: Go to the Plex to live
in the body rather than sculpt and manipulate it. Eat well, drink less, call your
parents, and go to office hours.And yet,
experiment - try a cigarette once, crash
aparty, mix your socks up, throw in some
purple, then go to a restaurant in the
North End and tell the waiter that you
and your friends are 2L Live a little. In
vino Veritas.

MattHamilton is a Heights staff columnist.
He welcomes comments at hamiltonm@
bcheights.com.

Online Poll

What was the most
exciting BC sporting
event of the year?
O Football win over VT
O Hockey Beanpot victory

psychological damage are undoubtedly

unsightlyand ghastly,but what on earth
was the child crying for? It should have
knownbetter.
Similarly, we should aim to empower
women and give them certain pointers
that will help curb the rate of invasion:
no wearing seductive clothing, no flirting, no drinking, no walking outside late
at night, no alluring perfumes, and no
friendly attitudes. Reading stories about
the violated,helpless, and damagedrape
victims are disturbing, unsightly, and
leave some wondering. But why on earth
was she wearing thatshirtand drinking that
drink?She should have known better.
We sound absurd in this respect. It

O Matt Ryan Heisman run
O Hockey to Frozen Four
O Tyrese Rice scores 46
O Champs Sports Bowl
O Hockey East Semifinal

Submit Vote
@bcheights.com
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College Mogul: A blog for Gen-Y entrepreneurs

in the

News

By

Politics
\u25a0 The presidential candidates are calling on China
to improve its human rights
record as protests over Chinese crackdown in Tibet
follow the Olympicflame on
its internationaljourney. The
Olympic games start Aug. 8

in Beijing.
\u25a0 Speaker Nancy Pelosi said
House Democrats will vote to
change the timeline requirement that Congress uses to
handle trade agreements. The
move delays considerationof a
free trade pact with Colombia.

Science
\u25a0 A Russian capsule carrying two cosmonauts and
Korea's first astronautblasted
off Tuesday, en route to the
international space station.
SouthKorean Vi So-yeon was
one of 36,000 applicants for
the mission.
\u25a0

Researchers have created

the first-ever simulation of
blackholes. The graphic depiction can demonstrate interactions of as many as 22 black
holes, allowing scientists to

learn more about such

rare

phenomena.

Technology
Writer Stephen King has
criticizedplans by Massachusettsto ban the sale of violent
\u25a0

video games to anyone under
the age of 18, calling the pro-

posal "undemocratic."Instead,
King said that it is up to parentsto monitor theirchildren's
enterntainment.
\u25a0

The Federal Communica-

tions Commission is expected
to announce a nationwidealert
system that will send textmessages to Americans when an
emergency occurs. T-Mobile,
Verizon, Sprint Nextel, and
AT&T say they would opt into

the system. Subscriberswould
be ableto opt out.
Business
\u25a0 American Airlines canceled

than 1,000 flights yesterday, as its efforts to inspect
its 300-planefleet ofMD-80s
dragged on. The airline plans
to hire an outside contractor
to review its compliance with
the FederalAviationAdministration's regulations.
more

\u25a0 Oil prices surged into record territory yesterday, topping $112 a barrel, after a
government report showed an
unexpected decline in crude
supplies. Analysts say the
refiners are also making less
gas, which contributesto pump
price surge.

by the

Numbers
85.000
Number of miles, spanning
20 nations, that the
Olympic torch will travel
as it builds excitement for
the Beijing Games.

416
Number ofchildren
found at a polygamist
camp in Texas called the
Fundamentalist Church of
Jesus Christ ofLatter Day
Saints.

10.5 billion
Number of light-years
away thatresearchers

detect a triple-quasar
system.

QUOTABLE
"As I have said repeatedly,
the Chinese goverment must
take immediate steps to respect the dignity, security,
human rights, and religious
freedom of the Tibetanpeople
If they do not, there should
be consequences," said Sen.
Barack Obama(D-Ill.) regarding China's military crackdown
in Tibet.

...

Michael O'Brien

MarketplaceEditor

Are you interested in entrepreneurship, but unsure how to
get into it? If so, College Mogul
is exactly what you'relooking for.
Recentlyfoundedby three college
students - Alex Lindahl, CSOM
'08, MilesLennon, Columbia '08,
Henry Khachatryan, CSOM '08
- the blogfocuses on all aspectsof
college entrepreneurship,featuring profiles on various startups,
upcoming contests and fairs, and
various networking resources,
fnspired by the Web site Tech
Crunch, which is now approaching one million readers, Lindahl
and his co-workers are aiming
to "be the Tech Crunch for the
college demographic." They are
trying to turn College Mogul into
a comprehensive resource portal
for Generation-Y entrepreneurs.
Khachatryan controls the Web
development and programming
ofthe site, using a minimalistapproach consisting ofPHP, HTML,
and the WordPress platform.
Lindahl and Lennon produce the
written content. The blog has a
company index soone can clickfor
a list of startups. Users also have
the ability to rate companies, see
who the founders are, and read
descriptions of theirbusinesses.
Lindahlfirst had the idea and
approached Lennon. After successfully placing in last year's
Boston College Venture Competition (BCVC) with their company
Text Works, they thought College
Mogul would be an interesting
candidatefor this year's competition. So far, they have made it to
the semifinals.
"Ijust kept hearing ofall these
students starting up businesses,"
Lindahlsaid. "Andthenf went and
looked on the Web and couldn't
findany blogs or news sources that
specifically cover them or profile
them, their company, and what
they're doing."
After researching, Lindahl discoveredthat each year, for the top
50 universities for entrepreneurship, there are over 10,000 busi-
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College Mogul, a blog founded by Alex Lindahl, CSOM '08, Miles Lennon, and Henry Khachatryan, CSOM '08, is a resource for Generation-Y entrepreneurs.
nesses started from undergrads,
recent graduates, and graduate

students combined.
The team decidedto jump into
their projects a couple ofmonths
ago, but have onlybeen introducing it to the public for about a
month. College Mogul features
about four to five new posts per
day, usually one or two each from
Lindahl and Lennon. They have
recruited some contributors who
make a couple of posts a week
and are stillinterested in bringing
other writers on board.
Financially, they have only

After spending the last year
working on Text Works, however,
Lindahl feels more confident and
Lindahl's andLennon's approach experienced. If they win the comto Text Works, in which Lindahl petition or subsequently receive
admitted they made some misattention from venture capitalists, they plan to keep going with
takes and wasted money.
As far as the BCVC goes, they College Mogul. Right now, they
are alsoplanning to present their are not focused on making money
blog in a nontraditional manner. off it, but buildingand increasing
This is because a blog is parits traffic. Overthe past couple of
ticularly hard to pitch to venture weeks, it has gotten 2,000 unique
capitalists. Despite their success, visits.
Lindahl and his Text Works team
"It's catching on a lot right
now," Lindahl said. "This is acturan out of time during their presentation last year.
allyreallygood, it's causing us to
spent a small amount on advertising - in addition to hosting. This
low-cost strategy is differentthan

network a lot with entrepreneurs
from California and all over the
United States. The traffic thatwe
build on this side, after we build
up that audience, we can transfer
it to our other sites - so we're
leveragingour efforts in different
ways."
Overall, College Mogul has
receivedpositive feedback. It was
recently posted on the Web site
Alltop, which is run by GuyKawasaki,a Silicon Valley venture capitalistandformer Apple employee,
which Lindahl cited as a "turning
point" for his blog. \u25a0

Ryan Allis, young entrepreneur, shares his story
By Joseph Zaleski

HeightsEditor
Most people seem to go through
life with blinders on, failing to take
account of those peopleor experiences that have taught valuable
lessons. They neglect the opportunities presented before them
and lack the proactive desire to
turn their dreams into reality.
Then again, most people are not
business entrepreneurs,and most
people are certainly not Ryan Allis, the 23-year-old entrepreneur
who is now the CEO of iContact,
a company which provides online
toolsfor smallbusiness owners.
Allis began at age 11, as a
computer consultant in Western
Florida. The idea came to him
after he received a computer as
a gift. Allis began advertising
around the neighborhood with
fliers and got his first customer
in the summer of 1995.This early
experiencetaught him that"wordof-mouth marketing is the best
kind of marketing because it is
trustedand free." Allis continued
to help his neighbors with computer problems for the next few
summers until Lois, a flight attendantin the area, asked him to help
her build a Web site in order to
sell freshwater pearls. While Lois
enjoyedthis side business, she was
wary of hiring employees to help
her expandthe company.
Eventually,Lois let the domain
for this business expire, and it
was not until later that Allis
learned that another company
had purchased the Web site and
had become the second-largest
seller of freshwater pearls in the
country. After this experience,
Allislearned that an entrepreneur
can never be afraid to hire some
help in order to expand.
At the age of 17, Allis became
the marketing vice president for
a health company, and it was
through his work with another
entrepreneur that he learned the

"nitty gritty" skills of businessbuilding, like how to expand outside capital and how to properly
market a product. The next year,
Allis graduated from high school
and enrolled at the University of
North Carolina, ChapelHill. From
the time he set foot on campus,
Allis was determinedto become an
entrepreneur;however, he found
the universitybusiness classes less
thanexciting. It seemedas though
he had gained more important
knowledge during his teenage
business experiencesand through
important books like Rich Dad,
Poor Dadand Think and GrowRich
than in the classroom. However,
Allis met his future business partner, Aaron, at UNC. Aaron had
developeda Web tool, now known
as iContact, which would allow a
company to send newsletters to
all of its employees.AlthoughAllis admittedthis was a "mediocre
product," he saidthat the two were
able to get around this by using
deft Web-marketing.
Alloftheseexperiencesshaped
Allis and taught him valuable
lessons about business and life.
Allis believes that 90 percent of
people want to be millionaires,
but only 30 percent think that they
will actuallyreach that goal. This
disparity illustrates an important
lesson: In order to achieve a goal,
one must positivelythink that one
will achieve it.
Although this idea has become quite popular within the
past year due to the success of
Rhonda Byrne's The Secret, few
adequatelyput the teaching into
practice. For Allis, visualizing his
goals was as simple as typing up
a list ofhis short-termand longterm aspirations, framing the list,
and then putting it in the closet
wherehewouldsee it at least once
everyday.
In addition to this general
suggestion, Allis also lives by 10
business laws. First, it is important to find your core motivation.
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For Allis, some ofhis motivations
include lovingto "play the game,"
creating jobs and giving back to
the community, and "being part of
a team that is creating a product
that helps over 22,000 otherbusinesses" (such as Barack Obama's
2008 presidential campaign,
CBS, and Vonage). Second, an
entrepreneur must understand
the system; Third, it is important
to get out of one's comfort zone;
fourth, one must evaluate the
idea; fifth, the entrepreneurmust
decide on the entity type; sixth,
the importance of fundraising or
bootstrappingbecomes apparent.
This is one technique that Allis
andhis partner Aaron learnedvery
wellin theirfirst summer together
while living in a small office and
eating Ramen noodles. Despite
therejection ofnumerous venture
capitalists, the two continued to
submit proposals and eventually
securedfunding through investors
and some VC companies. Seventh,
an entrepreneur must develop
a sales and marketing strategy;
eighth, one must build a team;
ninth, the ability to manage well
becomes a useful skill; and finally,
an entrepreneur must build strong
systems and then scale them in
order to make aprofit.
Allis also stresses perspective,
as "entrepreneurs onlyin it for the
money will not succeed... you need
a passion and desirefor something
bigger than the self," Allis said.
Despite his great success in the
Web-toolbusiness, Allis alsoruns
a nonprofit corporation calledThe
Humanity Campaign that strives
to "reduce poverty and hunger by
increasing access to education,
health care, technology, and entrepreneurial opportunity in theU.S.
and in developing countries like
Malawi, Honduras, Guatemala,
and Uganda."
All of these ideas are listed
in Allis's book, Zero to One Million, which is an entrepreneurial
manual. However, Allis is quick
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At age 17, Allis became the marketing vice president for a health company.
to rebuff the idea that he has de-

veloped allof this on his own. All
of this hasbeen taught to him by
the great entrepreneursof the past
as well as by Fred, Lois, J.R., Mr.
Fletcher, and David - the people
hehas workedwith throughouthis
life. For a real successful person,
these experiences are not only
relegated to fond memories, but
are transformed into textbooklike instructions on how to succeed. While many will take these
learning experiences for granted,
entrepreneurslike Ryan Allis will
use them to build a smallbusiness

An interview with a 'Heights' alumnus
Dan McGinn, who writes for Newsweek, talks about hisfirst book, the
housing market, editingfor The Heights, life at BC, and more. B4

of90 employees that is estimated
to be worth a few million dollars.
Yet,his ambitionhas certainlynot
been exhausted, as he hopes to be
named Time magazine's Person
of the Year or actually become
presidentofthe United States. All
of this is according to his framed
"goals for the future list" found
in his closet, which is not to be
taken lightly, considering one of
his early ambitions was to create
a company with $1 millionin sales
by the timehe was 20. Oh, howthe
timehas passed. \u25a0
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Five easy ways to embrace the 'green

life'

Matt Sbrogna
While many people are
interested in following today's
national sentiment ofbecoming
more environmentallyfriendly,
several do not know what steps
they can taketo "green up" their
lives.
Students, especially, may find
it difficult to help the environment while living at school.
They can take theirfirst steps
towardbecoming "green" while
at Boston College by following
thesefive simple suggestions.
(1) Turn offelectronics.
While you may be accustomed
to turning off the lights when
you leave a room, you should be
sure to turn off anything that
will not require power while
you are out. If you are habitually running out of your room at
the last minute and can never
remember to turn everything
off, try plugging all the devices
that do not needpower while
you are gone into a singlepower
strip. This way, you can turn off
just one single power strip along
with your light switches, saving
both time and energy.
(2) Use compact fluorescent
light bulbs. It is hard to justify

buying energy-efficient light
bulbs while living on campus,
because, as a student, you are
not responsible for paying for
the electricity, but you should
buy a few of thesebulbs freshman year for lamps and other
personal use. Then, you can
keep them throughoutcollege,
especially if you move off campus, where you will have to pay
your own electricity bills.
3) Stop drinking bottled water. Bottledwater at BC is both
overpriced and a waste of plastic. Eighty percent of the used
bottles end up in landfills and
are not recycled. On a per-ounce
basis, bottled water costs about

MCT GRAPHIC

twice as much as gasolineand
1,000 times more than tap water.

Rather than buying bottledwater, invest in a $20 Brita pitcher
and a Nalgene water bottle. Just
refill your water bottle with your
filtered water everytime youreturn to your room. Not only will
you be helping the environment,
you will be saving over a dollar
for every bottle of water that you
do not buy.
4) Buy locally,buy used, or
get it for free. If you live far away

from school, don't buy a bed
and ship it to BC. Buy it once
you are here and store it locally
over the summer. A local storage
company advertises heavily on
campus towardthe endof the
school year and will even pick
up and drop off your stuff on

couches, lamps, refrigerators,
and TVs on these sites for very
low prices and occasionallyeven
for free. Buying used will help
reduce the amount of trash in
landfills, andbuying locally can
save fuel and cut down on emis-

in a residence hall that has air
conditioning, try not to use it
or use it as infrequently as possible. Try to open windows, turn

campus.

sions since your belongingswill
not have to be shipped across

Rather than buying all new
stuff for college, check out cBay, Craigslist,and Freecycle.
There are tons oflistings for
used items like beds, desks,

the country.
5) Stop using air conditioning. Air conditioners are one
of thebiggest energy consumers most people use. If you live

tioner.
If you live off campus and
choose to buy your own air
conditioner, make sure it is an

on fans, or maybe even take a

cold showerbeforebed instead
of switching on your air condi-

energy-efficientmodel. This will
lower your energybills and help
reduce your ecologicalfootprint.

These five steps are by no
means an exhaustivelist ofhow
to live a greener life, but they
are some simple steps college
students can take that will not
dramaticallychange their lives,
but will make a big difference
in theeffect they have on the
environment.

Matt Sbrogna is a staff columnist
The Heights. He welcomes
commentsat sborgnam@bcheights.
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Is the skyfalling?

Hardcover Nonfiction

Bestsellers
Last
Week

Weeks on
List

1

"b

-

1

2

5

4

3

3

5

7

24

9

17

Stori Telling. Tori Spelling.
Simon Spotlight, $24.95.
In Defense ofFood. Michael
Pollan. Penguin Press, $21.95.

5

3

6

13

10 The Third Jesus. Deepak Chopra.

10

6

13

25

This
Week

1
2

The Secret. Rhonda Byrne.
Beyond Worlds, $23.95.*
Mistaken Identity. Don & Susie
Van Ryn and Newell, Colleen &
Whitney Cerak. Howard Books,
$21.99.

3

4
5
6

7
8
9

Beautiful Boy. David Sheff.
Houghton Mifflin, $24.
Stop Whining, Start Living. Laura
Schlessinger. Harper, $24.95.
Losing It. Valeric Bertinelli.
Free Press, $26.
Become a Better You. Joel Osteen.
Free Press, $25.
Women & Money. Suze Orman.
Spiegel &Grau, $24.95.
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With fuel costs rising and competition increasing, the industry received the lowest overall quality score for the Airline Quality Rating Survey since 1991.

Harmony, $24.

11

lAm America (and So Can You!).
Stephen Colbert. Grand Central,
$26.99.*
12 The 4-Hour Workweek. Timothy

15

10

14

42

14 How Come That Idiot's Rich and
I'm Not? Robert Chemin Crown,
$24.95.

8

2

15 The Age of Miracles. Marianne
Williamson. Hay House, $22.95.

15

5

Ferriss. Crown, $19.95.

13 The Dangerous Book for Boys.
Conn & Hal Iggulden. Collins,

$24.95.

*Indicates title has beenreviewed by The
Heights.
Compiled from datafrom independent and
chain bookstores, book wholesalers, and independent distributors nationwide by Publisher's
Weekly.

Matthew Struzziero
Overthe past several months,
the airline industry has experienced continuing turmoil as fuel
costs rise and competition becomes more cutthroat. Although
it is safe to say the industry
never fully recoveredfrom the
catastrophic events of Sept. 11,
many airlines are struggling now
more than ever.
fn the past week alone,
three major U.S. airlines have
declaredbankruptcy and shut
down passenger operations
completely.ATA Airlines, Aloha
Airlines, and Skybus all cited
rising costs of jet fuel as leading
reasons for their collapses.
ATA alsoblamed the unexpected loss of a major military
contract as a cause for its sudden shutdown. ATA had been in
business since 1973 andAloha
since 1946. Skybus was a startup
that failed just one year into its
existence.
Many airlines still in the sky

have beenoverwhelmedby more
than rising fuel costs. Early in
March, Southwest grounded 41
planes after the Federal Aviation
Administration(FAA) discoveredthe airline had been flying
an uninspected aircraft. The
aircrafts were older Boeing 737
models, which are supposed to
have extra inspections for cracks
in the fuselage.
The FAA has claimed that
from June 18,2006to March 14,
2007, Southwest operated 46
airplanes that did not comply
with safety inspectionrequirements. The inspectionswere
part of the FAA's Airworthiness Directive (AD), part of
which requires inspecting older
planes for fatigue cracking in the
fuselage.
The news was a shock to
consumers, as Southwest has
consistently been rated one
of the best airlines to fly. As a
result of the infraction, theFAA
levied a $10.2 millionfine on
Southwest, the largest the FAA
has ever imposed on a carrier.
Southwest isn't the only
airline to have inspection issues
with its aircrafts. On Tuesday,
American Airlines canceled
nearly 500 flights in order to

inspect its MD-80 aircraft.

The MD-80 is an older plane
that accounts for almosthalfof
American Airlines' fleet. The
issue was technical, and did not
affect flight safety.
This is the second time in
one month thatAmerican Airlines, the world's largest airline,
had to cancelflights due to an
inspection concern. Last month,
American cancelled over 300
flights for a similar issue.
Safety concerns, flight cancellations, and bankrupt airlines
have all contributed to the
hardships of the airline industry.
But its most recent blow came
on Monday,when the Airline
Quality Rating (AQR) survey
was released.
The AQR survey found that
in 2007, airlines had their worst
performingyear ever. Contributing to this weaker performance
was a higher number of bags
reported lost, a higher number
of passengers bumped, a higher
number of passenger complaints, and fewer flights arriving on time.
The low-cost carriers held
their customary spots on top of
the survey. AirTran, Jetßlue, and
Southwest had the three highest

Comair, American Eagle,
andAtlantic Southeast had the
threelowest. US Airways took
the honorsfor the most customer complaints.
However, decliningratings
comes as little surprise. More
and more often, airlines have
been forced to cut jobs andraise
feesfor flying, which will inevitably result in lower customer
satisfaction. Many airlines
have added a fee to check a
second bag to help offset costs.
Northwest, Continental, United,
and Delta all now charge a $25
fee each way to check a second
bag, much to the dismay of their
scores.

customers.

The Airline Quality Rating
survey has been compiled annually since 1991. In 2007, the

industry as a wholereceived the
lowestoverall quality score since
the inception of the survey. The
research for the AQR is sponsored by Wichita State University and the Aviation Institute
at the University ofNebraska at
Omaha.
MatthewStruzziero is a staff columnist for The Heights. He welcomes
comments at struzzm@bcheights.
com.
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European car rental: A drive come true
Alex Walker
Car nuts see the open road
far more than a welcome
break from traffic or a lonely trip
towardthehorizon. We look at
the roads at home and in every
new place we traveland imagine
endless explorationin a topless
Grand Touring automobile,
flying through gearsand flirting
with nature's slaloms to our
heart's content.
So you can imagine what
a letdown it is when you're
20 years old in South Florida
visiting Gram, and dying to get
behind thewheel of a car but
can'tbecause of that 24-yearold age requirement thatmost
U.S car rental agencies uphold.
Allright, so that was five days
withoutdriving, and fortunately
I survived.
But perhaps for a second you
can imagine being acar guy,
abroad in Spain for the semester, and unable to drivefor five
months. gUnProblema Grande?
as

Perhaps not.

Do European car rental
agencies actually care about the
age of the renter? The answer is
not really, andthat is because
in Europe, the "live andlet live"
attitude does not support strict

limits that don'tmake sense
- such as prohibiting someone
who hashad their license for
four years from renting a car. In
concordancewith thisrelaxed
mindset, work starts around 10
a.m., classes start 10 minutes
late, deadlines don't really exist,
and generallypeople seem much
happier for it.
Sure enough, Hertz, Avis,
and Thrifty have all adjusted to
the European chill-out attitude
and most permit car rental at
21, or even 18 ifyou're willing to
pay a bit more for "new driver"
insurance. Trust me; there are
better deals than the "big three,"
especially in the Canary Islands
off the coast ofNorthern Africa,
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Unlike agencies in the United States, where one must be 24 in order to rent a car, European car rental agencies don't care about the age of the renter, professing a 'liveand let live' motto.
whereyours truly found himself
for spring break and his 21st
birthday. I didn't want to fool
around with any "young driver
insurance," so I patiently turned
21, woke up feeling fresh, and
walked down the street toward
thebeach to find me some
wheels.
There was a "55 Euro per
day!" deal, a "wait until Monday" deal, and a "65 Euro for 3
day rental" deal. Bingo. I was
told in broken English thatmy
car wouldbe a Renault Clio sans
air conditioningor radio. OK,
so I had the wind to cool me
off, the open roads to concentrate on, and a clutch, thank
the heavens. Then Iread the
small print, "Minimum age for

rental is 23 yrs., no exceptions."
I whipped out some Spanish,
which shockedtherental agent,
and toldher I was only 21 (leaving out that I had only been 21
for three hours). I expected a
half-smileand the contract to
be ripped in two, followed by an
"Hasta Luego." Instead I got a
full smile and a, "Oh, but you
look older. It will be fine. No
pasa nada." She examinedthe
D.0.8. on my license, something
she clearly didn't care about
before I opened my big mouth,
and gave me a "iOh, Feliz Cumpleanos!"
At this cheerful foreign car
agency, I was escorted out to the
lotby this lovely Tenerife native
and toldthatfor my birthday, I

get a free upgrade to a Clio with
a 1.2-litre4-cylinder engine,
air conditioning, and a radio. It
was all so effortless; free ofthe
redtape typical of a U.S. rental
agency that buries you in insurance policies and extra fees, and
strangles you with the fear of
not returning your cloth-upholstered CM in tip-top shape.
In reality, everyone knows

rental cars are beaters, and my
white hubcap-less Clio with
92,000 kilometers was no exception. She had seen better days,
but was in perfect working order
and ready to go in spite of many
careless tourists had drivenher
hard andput her away shoddily.
I did some exploringof my own,
blending in flawlessly with the

road around me; the following
day I invited threefriends to
"yen conmigo"to the top ofTeide
Volcano, which sits two miles
above sea level on the island of
Tenerife andhas the honor of
being Spain's highestpeak.
The nearly two-hour journey
was all uphill on a winding
mountain road that doubled
back and forth on itself. The
Clio stayed in second gear for
almost the wholeride up, and
carriedfour full-sized males up
to the peak in air-conditioned
comfort.
After a spectacularthree-day
rental, I put 10 euros worth of
gas into the Clio and returned
her happy as a clam. I was
happy too; the car rental had

endowed me with the opportunity to see a part ofthe island
unreachable by public transport
or foot. I stood atop the highest
point in the country where I'm
living until June and felt refreshed andfulfilled allbecause
of a car rental.
What's more, I guaranteeI
handled that car as well as any
24-year old fanny-packer from
Britain even if it was on a
freshly expired license. Ah, but
no worries. Live and let live. Our
open road is your open road. You
gotta love it.
Keep on revvin'.

...

Alex Walker is a staff columnistfor
The Heights. He welcomes comments at walkera@bcheights.com.
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Health & Science

Superbugs: Strikingfear in the heart of all doctors
By

Paul

Symansky

Nothing strikesfear into a
physician's heart quite like the
word "superbug." Superbugs
are infectious strains ofbacteria thatare highly resistant to
traditionalantibiotics.Penicillin, regarded as the first distillable and commercially viable
antibiotic, is not even 100years
old. It was the first drug available to treat diseasesranging
from gonorrheato meningitis.
Yet, despite its relatively young
existence in the evolutionary
timelineof all organisms, several
strains ofbacteriahave sprouted
that aren't affected by penicillin
whatsoever.
Methicillin-resistantStaphylococcus aureus (MRSA) is a
particular type ofrather malicious superbug. Its less dangerous counterpart, the Staphylococcus aureusbacterium, is a
relatively commonmicrobe. It
can be found normally on the
skin and nasal passages. Rarely,
it can wiggle its way past the
body's immune system and begin
wreaking havoc in the formof
toxic shock syndrome (TSS)
and atopic dermatitis.While its
manifestationsare bothrather
serious diseases, they have
always been easily treated with
penicillin or newer drugs such as
methicillin or oxacillin. Unfortunately, MRSA strains don't
respond to those drugs.
Bacteria can have one of severalvirulence factors, or modes
of damage.Staph, like many
others, relies on secreted toxins,
which affect bodily proteins

and cells in various ways. Our
immune systems, as strong and
wondrous as they may be, can
onlyfight infections so far. If
bacteriabecome deep-seatedin
an organism, they can multiply
once every halfhour or less. It's
easy to see how they can quickly
overwhelmimmune responses
by their numbers coupledwith
virulence factors.
Just as bacteria work in different ways, antibioticshave different mechanismsof action too.
Penicillin works by inhibiting
the growth of a certain protein
within the bacterial wall, eventuallycausing the single-celled
organism to rupture and die.
Others, such as methicillinand
cephalosporins, work similarly.
Here's the clincher: Most
biologicalfunctions work on the
principle ofspecificity.Those
bacterialtoxins can harm human1
cells because they've evolved
specifically to affect them.
Likewise, penicillin works by
targeting a very specific protein
in the bacterialcellwall. If the
wallprotein is ever-so-slightly

traits succeed byreproducing.

Without sexual reproduction,
evolution doesn'twork. Therein
lies the difference: Human
generations are roughly 20 to 40
years apart, whereasbacterial
generations are created every
hour or so.
Of course, those environmental factors must be present
as well.For that reason, many
superbugs are unknowinglybred
in hospitals, of allplaces. Hospitals are home to many people
who are taking antibiotics
regularly. As bacteria are more
exposed to each drug, they're
further subjected to the evolutionarypressures that allow
them to developresistance.
If we don't developnewer
antibioticsregularly, we'll
eventuallybeback at square
one, with virtually no defense
against some of the most dangerousbacteriato threaten our
species. Prevention is incredibly important. Practicing good
hygiene and sanitary measures is
paramount.

different, then the drug might
not have an effect at all.

Changing one's biological
composition sounds daunting,
or time consuming to say the
least. Humans, and most multicellular organisms, evolve over

millionsof years. Bacteria, on
the other hand, can evolve in a
lustrum or less.
CharlesDarwin speculated
thatevolution was causedby
natural selection. Certain
environmentalfactors favor
specific biological traits, and the
individualswho possess those

:

Most importantly,only take
antibioticswhenprescribed
by a physician, and complete
the course ofmedication even
if the infection is seemingly
cured. Sometimes, symptoms
may disappear but the bacteria
are still present. If medication
is stopped, the infection could
rebound,prompting another
course of antibiotics - simply
increasing their exposure to the
drug rather than killing them.
Certainly the future of superbugs is dependentupon new
antibioticsbeing developed.
Interestingly,alligators may also

GRAPHIC COURTESYOF WIKIMEDIA.ORG

holda key. Researchers in Louisiana are currently investigating
alligatorsfor theirincredible
resistance to infection. They
frequently fight one another
and suffer cuts, scratches, and
gouges all over their body. Furthermore,they live in bacteriainfested swamps, yet they almost
never fall victim to bacterial
infection.
In one test, serum from gator

bloodwas subjected to 23 different kinds ofinfectious bacteria.
All of them were destroyed,
whereas human serum would
only defeatabout eight on average. Scientists think there may
be certain proteins within alligators'bloodthat defend against
bacterial, fungal, and viral
infections. They have an "innate
immune system"; in other words,
they don'tneed to be exposed

to a diseasefirst to be able to
recognize a pathogen and thwart
it as humans do.

Hopefully, these miracle proteins will be able to be extracted
andpurified for human use
against superbugs.
Paul Symansky is a staff columnist
The Heights. He welcomes

for

commentsatsymanskp@bcheights.
com.

Election Central

For candidates, there's no place like home
By

Joshua Darr

Tip O'Neill, the former
Speaker ofthe House and namesake of our library here at Boston College, once remarked, "All
politics is local." All politicians
are not, however, and the three
remaining presidential candidatesshow this through their
wide-rangingpersonal experiences and politically convenient
life choices.
JohnMcCain, the consummate American citizen and
military posterboy, didnot
have a stereotypical American
childhood. Though elected to
be a senator in Arizona, where
he haslived since 1981, McCain
was not born in that state - or
any other, for that matter. McCain was born in 1936 at Coco
Solo Naval Air Station, in the
U.S.-controlledPanama Canal
Zone. After bouncing around
the Pacific and living on several
naval air bases, theMcCain
family settled in Alexandria,
Va., in 1951.From there, it was
on to Annapolis, Md., for the
Naval Academy and hisfamous
five years in Vietnam's "Hanoi
Hilton" as a prisoner of war.
When he returned to the
United States, McCain served

as the Navy's liaison to the U.S.
Senate. That got him thinking
about a political career ofhis
own, but his constant moving
as a child and lack of definitive
roots left open a pivotal question: wherefrom? McCain's
answer came alongwith his
new wife, Cindy Hensley, the
daughter of a wealthy family in
Phoenix. Taking special care
to move justbarely into the
Ist CongressionalDistrict and
make ties with local high-profile
politicaldonors, McCain ran for
Congress in i982 and won.
There were those who questionedhis motives and charged

him with"carpetbagging,"
political slang for seeking office

in a place where one has no previousconnection. A voter confrontedMcCain about this, and
he dismissed the charge with a
devastatingresponse: "I wish I
couldhave had the luxury, like
you, ofgrowing up and living
and spending my entire life in a
nice place like the Ist Districtof
Arizona,but f was doing other
things. As a matter of fact, when
I think about it now, the place
I lived longest in my life was
Hanoi." McCain's personal story
is a powerful weapon against
politicalcriticism, andhe wields
it withprecision.

Hillary Clinton grew up in a
typicalAmerican fashion, but
had a difficult time finding a
politicalhome. Her childhood
was spent in Park Ridge, 111., a
suburb of Chicago. She moved
northeastfor her education,
attending Wellesley College
and ValeLaw School, where she
famously met Bill Clinton. They
moved to Arkansas and married
in 1975, andby 1978,Bill was
governorof the state. Though
she was tremendously accomplished on her own, Bill's role as
governorbuilt a strong base of
support for her in the Arkansas
political scene.
Their role in Arkansas ended
in 1992, when Bill was elected
president and Hillary became
first lady. Just as 12 years in the
spotlight helped her gain a politicalbase in Arkansas, Clinton
made many connections in the
Washingtonpolitical scene over
her eight years there, ft became
clear that once Bill left office, it
was to be Hillary's turn to run.
The only question was, again,
wherefrom?
The Clintons answeredthat
question bypurchasing a house
in Chappaqua, N.Y., in September 1999. Since longtime Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan
was retiring, Hillary jumpedinto

the 2000 Senate race despite
allegationsof carpetbagging.
Her high nationalprofile meant
that New Yorkvoters needed a
reintroduction to Hillary, which
she offeredthrough a countyby-county "listening tour."
The state electedher in 2000
despiteher lack ofroots there,
and she won 68 of New York's 72
counties. Though she had never
livedthere before seeking office,
NewYork has embraced Hillary
Clinton as one of their own.
Ironically, the candidate with
the most unusual family background andchildhood experiences has the most local political trajectory. Barack Obama
was born in Hawaii, but spent
most ofhis childhood in fndonesia because his mother remarried. He returned to Hawaii
for high school, and attended
college at Occidental Collegein
Los Angeles before transferring
to Columbia University in New
York City.
Obama'smulti-racialand
multi-nationalbackground is
the subject ofthe first part of
his autobiography,Dreams From
My Father. The second part
concerns his decision to move
to Chicago after graduation
to organize steel workers and
churches on the South Side of

Chicago. Obamalearned the ins
and outs of the community, got
afeel for the political scene, and
realized thathe wanted to do
more. He came to Harvard Law
School, where he became presidentof the HarvardLaw Review,
therebycompleting his west-toeast trek across America, from
Hawaii to Cambridge.
With thesebona fides, he
couldhave gotten a job anywhere he pleased, but chose
to return to Chicago. Obama
marriedMichelleRobinson soon
after he returned, settled down
in the city, and was elected to
the Illinois State Senate in 1996.
After an unsuccessful congressional bid in 2000, Obamaran
for U.S. Senate in 2004 and
won.
Though Chicago is his adopted hometown,Obama's ties
to the city are strong. Chicago's
famously bitter political scene
helpedtoughen Obama up for
the 2004 race andprovided him
with a valuablebase of support.
Obamausedthe connections
he made to further his political
career, but he also felt more at
home in the South Side community than anywhere else in his
travels.
Obama's politicalrise,
thoughoften singled out as

unusual and meteoric, is far
more conventional than either
Clinton's or McCain's. Though
both candidates may have a
more typicalfamily history
than Obama, there is nothing conventional abouttheir
politicalcareers. McCain and
Clinton both picked the most
convenientplaces from which
to run, and jumpedimmediately
into nationaloffice. Even Obama
consciously chose to return to
Chicago, where he had political
connections already, to begin
his career. Ours is an increasingly mobile and globalizing
world, where cross-country and
internationalmoves are commonplace. The life stories of
our three remaining candidates
reflect that new reality. All three
have uniquebackgrounds, and
chose their homes strategically
to help shape their political
destiny. This should give some
heart to those of us graduating
college soon, ft may be up to you
to decide where to call home and
what to do with your life, but regardless ofyour background, it's
possible to remake yourself and
thrive anywhere in America.
JoshuaDarr is a staff columnistfor
The Heights. He welcomes commentsat darrj@bcheights.com.

INTERVIEW

Newsweek writer discusses first book, journalism
By Michael

O'Brien

Marketplace Editor
Dan McGinn is a nationalcorrespondent for Newsweek andhas
been writing for the magazine
for 15 years. He just finished his
first book, House Lust: America's
Obsession With Our Homes. He
gradauted magna cum laudefrom
Boston College with majors in financeandEnglish. He also served
as an editor for The Heights.
What is yourbook about?
It's a history of the consumer
side of the real estate boom: how
Americans went crazy for houses
during the first part of the 2f st
century - in much the same way
that they went crazy for dot com
stocks in the late'90s. After the
tech stock market bust, there
were three or four pretty good
books that looked at what drove
that boom and how things got so
out of hand. With this book, I
was trying to capture that same
frenzy that went on around houses
- why did people come to desire

such big, big houses? Why were
so many people enamored with
buildinga brand new house from
scratch?How didthesemammoth
kitchen and master bath renovations become so commonplace?
There's a chapter looking at how
half a million people becamereal
estate agents during the boom.
There's a chapter on get-richquick schemes involving real
estate and one on why so many
people began to want vacation
homes. So basically, it explores
the full gamut of irrational exuberancefor houses.
So doesAmericadisplaya different attitudetowardhousing than
otherplaces in the world?

In some ways, it does.Houses
in Americaare much, much larger
thanthey are overseas. If you go to
certain parts of Europe, the cool
thing is to own areally old house
- if you're a more established
family, you want to live in a house
that you're family has owned for
10 generations. In America, more
people would like to build from

scratch. So, there are definitely
differences. But, you know, there
are indications of a worldwide
property boom. Australia and
parts ofEurope bothrecently had
property booms. I think part of
what made people so fascinated
by real estate is that the prices
were going up and up and up,
and if you owned a house in certain suburbs for a few years and
watched all the houses around
you selling for immense sums of
money, suddenly it felt like you
were getting rich just by owning
your own house. But in the book,
1 argue there was a lot more to it
than that; amongother things, the
rise of HGTV, real estate media
started to fuel thefrenzy. Americans are notoriously poor savers
now, 1think that exacerbated it
because people felt increasingly
dependanton theirhouse to go up
in valuebecause they weren'tsaving outside of the their property.
It's very much not an economic
book, even though the housing
boom was economic, it's much
a look at the social and cultural
fascination.

How did you go about getting
information?

you write a book, you'll often go
weeks without talking to your

editor. So sort of the feedback
loop is extended. 1kept my job at
I've been a reporter at NewsNewsweek while writing the book,
week for almost 15 years, so this so most of the work was done at
was definitely the biggest renights, weekends, vacation days,
porting project I've ever done, and things like that that. So trybut I'd reported on the housing ing to fit it all in was definitely a
marketsfor Newsweek periodically challenge.
throughout the boom and I've
lived through it. My family and Did you delve into the political
I live in the suburbs of Boston aspect ofthe housing market?
in one ofmarkets where housing
values were going up. Whenwe'd
I didn't so much. AlanGreensgo to barbeques and Christmas pan's name is in there a couple of
parties, we'dhear a lot of people times, and I mentionedthe notion
talking about renovations and thatthe government,for decades,
whether theyshouldtrade up to a has promoted the idea of home
better neighborhood, so structurownership via tax deductionsand
things like that, but in terms of
ing the book in terms offinding
the behaviors I wanted to focus partisanpolitics, no - there's not
on was pretty easy, matching up
a lot ofpolicyin thebook, I guess
geographieswas one challenge.
you could say.
How didthat compare to writing
articles?

Do you have any advicefor aspiring journalistsat BC?

When I write a story for Newsweek, I'm often talking with my
editor every coupleof days. When

important in journalism is that
they care about where you went

Well one of the things that is

to college and about your resume, but theyreally care about
your clips. If you're trying for a
chef's job,they want you to cook
something, ff you want to be an
architect, they want to see pictures of what you built. If you're
a reporter, it all comes down to
the clips. Try to get as many good
published articles as you can

- whetherit's in The Heights, The
Newton Tab, or your hometown
paper in the summer.
How didworking on The Heights
prepare you?

There are more similarities
than you would guess. It sounds
ironic, but when you're sitting
around discussing stories with
people who are often the same
age as you are and are often
your friends, the stories might
be different and the level of the
discussion might be different, but
when you're sitting there late at
night trying to think of the perfect headline, it feels remarkably
similar - kind of like a college
newspaper on steroids. \u25a0
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Ecopledge is thrilled to announce
the sprouting of BC's first ever
organic vegetablegarden! The garden is conveniently sited behind the
Connolly House, a mere two-minute
walk from McElroy. To volunteer this
spring and/or summer (even if it's just
one hour per week!), please e-mail
merril.putnam@gmail.coml It's a
greatopportunitytomeet new people,
work outdoors, and, even better, take
home free food that you grew!
Summering Here? Family seeks
babysitter. Please come play with
our 2- and 3-year-olds, 10 hours/
week. Bilingual speakers appreciated. Close to campus. (617)8692010.
T
Check www.bcheights.com/classifieds for even MORE job opportunies.

Looking for a female looking to
rent a single room this summer on
25 Gerald (5-min walk from campus).
$800 per month for the months of
June, July, and August. A queen-size
bed, desk, wardrobe, and curtains
are being furnished. Cable, wireless
Internet, and laundry washer/dryer
are also available. Please contact
Mila at (513)885-6452 if you are
interested.
Subletters needed for summer'o9.
276 Chestnut Hill Aye. Looking to
sublet to girls. Close to Comm Aye
bus stop and Chestnut Hill T stop,
Single room. Beautiful hardwood
floors and washer/dryer in apartment
unit. Price negotiable. Please e-mail

Subletters needed for spring '09.
Undine Road. Four minutes from
campus. Double and single rooms
available. Beautiful hardwood floors
and a nice backyard. Looking to sublet to girls. Price is negotiable. Please
e-mail bradyko@bc.edu.
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Earth and s
Medical Spa 17
.
Herrick Rd Newton Centr
izing in Botox, dermal fillers, and
chemical peels. Free consultations,
617-244-5060 for appointments,

Selling/missing something? Need

~

...

mail classifieds@bcheights.com to
place a FREE student classified!

..

~

Research participants needed.
Are you interested in discussing
issues of social class at BC? Then
please consider being interviewed
for a sociology senior thesis. Contact
KatherineLaToresat/atores@i)c.ec/u
for more information.

.

Boston College AIDS Awareness
Committee's sth Annual 5K Run
for Relief. Sunday, April 27 9 a.m.
-12 p.m. Conte Forum, GateASide.
Proceeds go to Hands in Hands
Ministries (http://www.hhministries.
com/programs.asp).
Registration
»
through Facebook group
ebook com/e en
{nttp://wwwJ

a sublet? Want to advertise an
event on campus? Have a friend
with an upcoming birthday? E-

£

J

~

The Lau 9 hm9 Medusa ls BC s onl Y
women's literature and arts journal,
Creative nonfiction, short stories,
poetry, and visual art of any genre
are accepted. Submissions can be
dropped offat the Women's Resource
Center (McElroy 141) or e-mailed to
wrc@bc.edu.

l l

Dr]p?eid=9809379250)

Z?

Tired of Windows Vista? Looking
to try something new? Contact The
BC Linux Project to find out about
the growing popularity of open source
computing! E-mail dingmant@bc.edu
for more info.

WANT TO EARN $10-20? Participate
psychology research study in
the Tamir Lab! If interested, contact
TamirLab@gmail.com.

jn a

Participate in Psychology Studies in the Interdisciplinary Affective
Science Laboratory. We pay $10 an
hour. Contact bcpsychlab@gmail.

.

HaPPY birthday, Mooney, Blair, and
Dave! Love Tne He '9 htsBoard

com for more information.

koesslem@bc.edu.

Eating Disorder Treatment
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Suffering from Anorexia and
Bulimia Nervosa
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For the most effective treatment and highest staff-to-clientratio in New
England, informed cliniciansrefer their clients to Laurel Hill Inn. We
provide extensive programming in a highly structured and supervised
non-institutional therapeutic setting. Evening, day, residential, and aftercare
programs in West Medford and West Somerville. Call Linda at
781 393-0559 or visit our web site at www.laurelhillinn.com.
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617-332-3222
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Discover all that Fordham has to offer!

College Students

Get 15% OFF full-price items.

?

Day/evening classes on two campuses

?

Credits transfer easily ? Comprehensive course selection

?

Must show valid college ID. Restrictions apply; visit store for details.

Request a bulletin

Boston

fordham.edu/summerorcaW

CommonwealthAye.

1041
617-254-4250

Newton
300 Needham St. [across from Marshalls]
617-559-1575
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EASTERN MOUNTAIN SPORTS
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Competitive tuition rates

Apply online

(888) 411-GRAD
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Softball swept in
weekend series vs. UNC
By Ira Berman
Asst. Sports Editor

header, 4-0 and 6-2. The Eagles' inability to find
their offensive spark plagued them in both contests.

In the first game, the Tar Heels scoredtheirfirst
third inning. Their remaining three runs
came in the fifth inning, with Breanna Brown hitting a two-run homer to lead the way.
one victory.
Despite the loss, Gage pitched quite well. In her
Unfortunately they did not even come close, as
the Eagles fell hard to the Tar Heels in five innings 20th start of the season, she pitched her 11th comat Commander Shea Field, 10-1. BC falls to 2-7 in plete game, facing 33 batters, giving up four runs
the Atlantic Coast Conference and North Carolina and 10 hits in the loss. Lisa Norris pitched a no-hitter for the Tar Heels.
stays in first place, moving to 9-1.
In the second game, the Tar Heels jumpedout to
North Carolina jumped out to an early lead,
scoring one run in the first inning. The Tar Heels the early lead again, scoring three runs in the secfollowedup with two home runs in the third inning, ond andthird.
They then scored three more runs off three hits
extendingtheir lead, 4-0.
The game broke wide open in the fourth. North in the sixth and added one morerun in the seventh
to give them an even bigger lead, 6-0.
Carolina scored four more runs off three hits, proBC began its attempted rally in the bottom of
viding a secure 8-0 lead.
BC scored its one run of the game in the fourth the seventh. Junior infielder Renee Ramos and
inning. Sophomores Amy Tunstell and Dani Weir Tunstall kicked off the inning with back-to-back
began the inning with singles. Freshman infielder singles. Outfielder Angela Pandolfo, pinch-hitting,
Irene Delagrammaticas then moved the runners followed with another single to continue the rally.
with a sacrifice. Freshman third baseman Alsion Apassed ball by NorthCarolina advancedallof the
Kooistra who pinch ran for Tunstell, scored on a runners, scoring Ramos from third. A wild pitch by
Danielle Spaulding allowedTunstall to score. That
wildpitchby Amber Johnson.
The Tar Heels added two more runs in the fifth wouldbe the endof the BC rally.
AllieThunstrom was also a hero in the game, as
and after the Eagles failed to score any more runs
in the inning, the game was called.
her sixth inning single broke up Spaulding's potenFreshman Alsion Gage started the game, going tialno-hitter.
three innings before Taylor Peyton relieved her.
Peyton made her 17th start of the season. Due
Gage reentered the game in the fourth to close it to injury, Peyton left the game in the sixth inning.
out. Gage faced 26 batters, giving up six runs on She gave up five runs and eight hits. She also had
nine hits. Johnson pitched a complete game for the two strikeouts, giving her a team leading 76 strikeouts. \u25a0
TarHeels. Gagefalls to 9-12 on the year.
BC lost both of its ACC home opening games
TJKinion contributed to this report
to North Carolina Sunday in an afternoon doubleAfter being swept by the 16th-ranked North
Carolina Tar Heels in Saturday's doubleheader,
Softball entered Sunday's game hoping to pull off

REED SAXON / AP PHOTO

Defending 2007 Masters champion Zach Johnson hopes to repeat and add another green jacketto his collection.

Green jacket up for
grabs again this year
From Masters Preview, B8

GeoffOgilvy. TheAussie tookhome the title

at Doral two weeks ago, ending Woods's win
streak. Since receiving a gift from Mickelson
in the form of the 2006 U.S. Open, Ogilvy has

been a stable force on the PGA Tour, with
seven top-fO finishes last season and three
already in 2008.
Ogilvy, currently ranked fifth in the Official World Golf Rankings, has only played in
three Masters, and last year a third-round 8f
sealed his hopes. If not at the Masters, Ogilvy
is likely to challengeWoods on the next leg of
the Grand Slam.
Stuart Appleby. Another force from Down
Under, Appleby has quietly amassedfive top-10 finishes in his first eight starts this year.
Last year's 54-hole leader has had a year to
think about his final-round 75 that led to a
seventh-place finish.
Ranked 14th on the PGA Tour in putting
average and 29th in driving, Appleby has the
tools to efficiently navigate Augusta.
Retief Goosen: Besides Woods, there is no

better putter under pressure on the tour.
Considering he finished second last year
and in 2002, and third in 2005 and 2006, the
two-time U.S. Open champion is certainly
due for a green jacket. A second-place finish at Doral proved that the South African
has shaken off the winter rust and is ready
to go.
Scan O'Hair: The Long Shot. If anything,
this would be a great story. The once high
school dropout notched his second tour victory at this season's PODS Classic and even
hung with Woods at the Arnold Palmer Invitational. He missed the cut in his only Masters appearance in 2006, so nerves will be a
factor. Look for O'Hair to get off to a quick
start; but can he stick around on Sunday?
Jose Maria Olazabal: You can't mess with experience. It is hard to argue against 13 top-15
finishes, including two victories, in his last
18 Masters.
The Spanish veteran made a decent season debut in Houston last week, but there is
something in the air at Augusta that allows
Olazabal to revisit his younger days. \u25a0

run in the

GET INTO THE BALLGAME.

Write for SPORTS.

Meetings are at 5 p.m. on Monday in the
Eagle's Nest. E-mailsports@bcheights.com
with any questions or concerns.

Muse has no problem filling big shoes
From Muse, B8
helped me a lotthis year physically and mentally."
Muse hasmade this tough adjustment very well.
Throughout the season, he has achieved a .920
save percentage and a 2.26 goals allowed average.
He has played the most minutes of any goaltender
in the nation. He has started all of the Eagles' 42
contests andhas never been pulled from a game except in situations where Yorkhas decidedto opt for
a sixth skater.
He has proven himself as someone his hockey
club can rely on in a close game. His team is currently riding a seven-game win streak. Muse has
come up big in one way or another in each of those
games. Throughout the streak, he has allowed an
average of only 1.7143 goals per game.
He held his own in an epic Hockey East semifinal win against UNH at TD Banknorth Garden, in
which he played nearly 101 minutes. The game went
into three overtimes and although he allowed four
goals in the first two periods, he held the Wildcats
scorelessfor the final 67:47.
Muse and his teammates had to return to the
Garden less than 24 hours after the UNH game to
face Vermont in the Hockey East finals. "We were
able to get a good night's sleep and the training
staff was great. They got us into the cold tub and
the hot tub [to make sure we were ready to play]."
Not only did Muse play the next night, he shut
the Catamounts out, 4-0. He stopped 29 shots,
including a barrage in the first period that easily
could have given UVM the early momentum. When
asked about his dominantperformance in that key
contest, he was quick to downplay his own effort
and give credit to his teammates, saying, "Luckily,
I was able to get a few good stops,but [the defense]
really steppedup," he said.
The freshman had two more strongperformances at the NCAA Northeast Regional in Worcester,
Mass. He made 32 saves against a hot Minnesota
team and held Miami (Ohio) scoreless in a hardfought overtime period, on the way to a 4-3 victory
for the Eagles and a Frozen Four berth.
Muse is a part of a freshman class that has been
a huge part of the team's success this season. Joe
Whitney, Brian Gibbons, and Nick Petrecki have all
produced in clutch situations. "I don't think a lot
of peoplethought we were that good of a class, and
we really took thatto heart," Muse said.
On Tuesday, the Eagles left for Denver for their
third straight Frozen Four appearance. Muse's biggest regret from his high school career is that his
team neverwon a NewEngland Preparatory School
Athletic Council championship.
Now he has another chance to win a championship, but he is not going to let the pressure of the
big stage get to him. "We expect to win, but we are
also going to enjoy ourselves. You go out and play
hockey. I don't see it as a pressure thing; it's something I love to do. It's no different than when I was
LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTSEDITOR
a kid out on the pond." \u25a0
Rookie goalie John Muse has registered a .920 saves percentage and a 2.2571 goals-allowed average this season, which has been critical to the Eagles' success on the ice.
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Standings

The Week Ahead

BC notes

Recap from Last Week
The college basketball season is

Men's hockeyheadsout Westto take
on North Dakota in the semifinals of
the NCAA tournament. Let's hope
therewill be a second game on Saturdayfor the championship. Florida
State comes to the Heights to play
baseball in a three-game series.

officially over. Kansas is the men's
champion and Tennessee is the

32-18
30-20

David Amstutz
Ira Berman
Heights Staff

Men's golffinished eighth out of15 at the IronwoodPirate
Intercollegiate tournament this weekend. The team shot a
combined586 over the two rounds of play, which was shortened downfrom four because ofrain.
Senior captain Alex Snickenbergerled the way, finishing
in a tic for fourth overall. Snickenberger shot a career-low
68 in his first round of play and followed up with a 74 in the
second. He finished with acourse par 142.
Co-captain BobReed finished second on the team, shooting 72 in the first round and a 76 in the second for a final
score of 148. Freshman Matt Ouimet shot a 149, and seniors
JimGranelloand Scott Yoon shot 153and 154,respectively.

women's.UMass lostto Ohio State in
the championshipgame of the NIT, as
well. For BC, baseball sweptthe Blue
Devils and UNC swept Softball.

27-23
24-26

Jessica fsner

Men's Golf

Guest Editor:
Trish Daly
Assoc. Copy Editor

"What channel is ESPN?"
Women's Track and Field
Jessica Isner
Sports Editor

This Week's Games
Men's Hockey: Boston Collegevs. North Dakota

DavidAmstutz
Assoc. Sports Editor

Ira Berman
Asst. Sports Editor

BC

FSU

FSU

FSU

Virginia Tech

Virginia Tech

BC

BC

BC

BC

Red Sox

Red Sox

Red Sox

BC

FSU

Softball:Boston College vs. Virginia Tech (series)

Virginia Tech

Frozen Four: Who will win?
MLB: NewYorkYankees at Boston Red Sox (series)

North Dakota
Yankees

Assoc. Copy Editor

be

BC

Baseball: Boston College vs. Florida State (series)

Trish Daly

The women's outdoor track team competed in two meets
this weekend; the Stonehill Invitational held Saturday and
the Stanford Invitational,held Friday and Saturday.
Sophomore Caitlin Baileyran a 2:05.18 in the 800-meter
race, placing third at the Stanford Invitational.
The Eagles finished first overall with 125.5 points at the
Stonehill Invitational with six top finishes. Sophomore
TeyahnieBooneran the 200-meterwith a time of25.42. Also
leading the way was sophomore Kelly Gross, who won the
5,000-meter race in a time of 17:59.23.

Augusta National: where Masters legends are made
sports fans, who, after only two
days of first-round NCAA tournament action a seemingly distant

Daniel Popko
Possibly before you even get out
of bed, pick up this paper, and chug
your coffee just to make it to your
9 a.m. class this morning, some
of the world's finest athletes will
be playing on our nations grandest stage over 1,000 miles south of
Chestnut Hill.
No, I am not assuming that you
will sleep through the first pitch of
the Seattle Mariners game against
the Tampa Bay No-Longer-Devil
Rays, and I am in no way calling
the glorified Softball diamond in
Tropicana Field any kind of grand
stage.

I speak of the pinnacle of golfing
excellence, Augusta National and
the Masters.
Nothing marks spring's full
arrival like the Thursday of the
Masters Tournament. Warmweather golf, freshly cut Bermuda
grass, and the omnipresent azaleas
of Augusta show a new light from
winter. It is a welcome sight for

\u25a0^BRosl'

_____

"

three weeks ago, have had nothing
but NFL films from the past decade
to fill their daytime sports viewing

and amateur golfers from around
the world tee off in Georgia in the
second week of April.
This year, the field is as strong
as any, with many young big hitters
looking to take down the field of
veterans like Els, Mickelson, Singh,
Duval (well maybe not him anymore), and of course Tiger Woods.
Last year's champion, Zach
Johnson, looks to repeat his success, which netted him only his
second professional win and first
Green Jacket. He is scattered
among the great number of young
golferswho take the approach to
golf - that is scorned by so many
veterans - of bombing the ball like
it's a long-drive competition and
dealingwith the consequences
later.
They are the ones who made
courses all over the country push
the tees back and the second cut
inward. They are the real live
Happy Gilmore's, swinging away
and choking where the vets know
the money is made - putting.
It may not take an angry con-

time.

The relaxing sights of Magnolia
Lane or Rae's Creek, the calming
sound of the same birds that have
attended all four majors for each
of the past f2 years, and the tune
of "Augusta" playing from your
television.All of these things mark
Masters time: a time to hear Jim
Nantz's commentary in its appropriate sport, a time to witness

of the finest on the planet in
their profession,knowing that in
the end someone will be donning
a colored blazer more well-known
then any worn by Bruce Pearl or
Sidney Lowe.
Vying to be next in line as an
honorary member of the most
recognizable golf club is the smallest field of competitors of all four
majors on the golfcalendar. Only
the best of the best professional
some
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Despite being one of the most
exclusive golf clubs in the world,
not allowing a black member till
1990 and still all-male, Augusta
National opens itself up to the
world's eyes for four days every
April.
Keep your eyes glued to Amen
Corner, you never know if the color
beneath the Emerald Jacket will
be that of Tiger's Sunday crimson,
Jesper Parnevik's pleatedplaid
pants, Phil Mickelson's ever-increasing waistline, or some yet-tobe-named unknown, ready to make
his name top the leaderboard on
America's Southern beauty.
Daniel Popko is afreshman in the College
ofArts and Sciences. He can be reached at
sports@bcheights.com.
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for guys like Bubba Watson, J.B.
Holmes, and Columbian Camilo
Villegas to leave the 18th green a
champion, but it'll take something
pretty close.
Talk of favorites for any tournament he enters begins and ends
with Tiger Woods. Still relatively
young in golf years, he is this
country's most dominant athlete.
The originalof the "Happy Gilmore" mold, he has been born again
as the most unstoppable force in
golf history since reuniting with his
own personal "Chubbs" in swing
coach Butch Harmon.
His money totals though, are
more than enough to buy his grandma a house as he is the world's
highestpaid athlete.
Coming in having won five of
his last six PGA events and six of
seven worldwide, Woods is also
a four-time Masters champion,
hungry for his first win there since
2005, and seeking to start his quest
for the first-ever Grand Slam of all

\u25a0
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BMSM

four of golf's major championships.
The beauty of the Masters lies
in the pride it takes in providing
chances to amateurs, no matter
how unlikely their victory chances,
making it seem like anyone can

struction foreman and a shot off,
around, and through the TV tower
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Saving the season

Numbers to Know

1
Men's tennis earned its firstever ACC victory with its win
over Clemson.

2:05.18

Coaches
pick money
over wins
Charles Moore

Immediatelyfollowingthe Kansas
Jayhawks' first national championship
in 20 years, the first thing thathead
coach Bill Self thought to himselfwas
naturally, "Do any airlinesfly directly
from San Antonio to Stillwater, Oklahoma?"
Yes, you heard Bill Self's conscience
correctly. He is ready to get out of that
hellholeof Lawrence, Kan., for the
paradiseof Stillwater, Okla.
Apparently, the coachwho just apRuns scored by Rhode Island
peared in his first Final Fourhas had
in the first inning of baseball's
enough of the winning.
At first glance,leavingKansas to
7-6 win on Tuesday.
coach at Oklahoma St., Self's alma
mater, would make as much sense as
dumping JessicaAlba to date Kathy
Bates.
If the rumors that OklahomaSt. is
offering Self $4 million a year plus a $6
million signing bonus are true, however,
"One day over the
then Self's decision to leaveKansas
wouldbe a financially sound one.
summer, I got a phone
It is amazing to see what lengths
call asking me to
schools will go to in order to lure
coaches to their program.
come in and pick out
It is even more amazing to see
what coaches will do to get out of their
equipment, in case
contracts. Bobby Petrino sabotaged an
something happened
entire season so his team would allow
LAN THOMAS / AP PHOTO
him to take another job. That's the only
and they needed me.
After Cory Schneider bolted for the NHL, freshman goalie John Muse stepped up and started all of the Eagles' 42 games this season.
way the Atlanta Falconscould be as bad
"One day over the summer, I got a end, it came down to BC, Harvard, and as they were, right?
When I got here, Coach
It hasbecome commonplacefor
phone call asking me to come in and UMass Amherst. All three of theseproYork called me
pick out equipment, in case something grams compete in powerful conferences coaches to leveragetheir success with
happened and they needed me. When I and have exceptional coaching staffs. one team to get dollarsfrom another,
into his office and told By Brian Winne
got here, Coach [Jerry] York called me It was a tough decision for Muse, but as in the case of Self. These coaches
into his office and told me that f [was when all was said and done, BC stood completelyignore the contractual
me that I [was going to Heights Staff
going to be the starting goalie]. It was a out for one reason: Jerry York's teams obligationsthey have agreed upon with
be the starting
Last summer, after graduatingfrom pleasant surprise," Muse said.
are often playing hockey in April, when higher-ups and abandon their jobs to
Noble and Greenough School, John
The young goaltender, a self-promost clubs have traded their sticks for
make more money. More importantly,
It was a pleasant
Muse prepared to do what many aspirclaimed "big family guy," felt relieved golf clubs. Muse wanted to play for a the commitment thatthese men make
to the 18-year-oldkids they recruit is
ing collegehockey players do: pack his that he wouldbefairlyclose to his home nationalchampionship contender.
surprise."
When he began preseason practice forgotten.
bags and head to the Midwest to play in East Falmouth, Mass. His parents are
Every time an athlete drops out of
also delightedto be able to attend allof with the BC squad, Muse had to adjunior hockey. The 19-year-oldgoaltender had committed to Boston College, his home games and many of his away just to the high caliber of hockey that school, he is as ridiculed as if he were
Men's Hockey Goalie
where the coaching staff intended to games, somethingthey would not have is played at the collegiate level. When running FEMA; but when Bob Knight
quits on his team in the middle of the
start star Cory Schneider between the been able to do had he gone to play juasked about this adjustment, he repipes for the 2007-2008 season.
sponded, "What really sets it apart year, people offer excuses. "He's an
nior hockey.
Things didnot go exactlyas planned,
Ever since his early days of youth [from prep school hockey] is that old man; he's done so much for college
however. Throughout the spring and hockey, Muse had aspirations ofplaying each team has four solid lines that can basketball; he deservesto retire on his
summer of 2007, there was speculation
own terms."
at the collegiate level. As a young boy, score."
Yet, it is curious thatKnight will quit
that Schneider may leave BC to purhe wanted to play at the University of
To make this transition, Muse
sue a professionalhockey career in the Michigan. He quicklyrealized, however,
worked closelywith assistant coach Jim during the middleof the season, only
Vancouver Canucks organization. Muse that players from the East generally Logue, the goaltending specialist on to say later on that he wouldbe open to
was aware of this andknew that if this
stay in the East, and he set his sights the BC staff. "He's been amazing. He's coaching again. Maybe he forgot that
thekids he recruited to play for him
happened his plans may change, and primarily on the four Beanpot schools
ACC they sure did.
Atlantic Division
See Muse, B6
He was heavily recruited, but in the
wanted to play for the winningest coach
ever, not his spawn.
Florida State
14-1
Coaches preach to their players that
N.C. State
8-6
school and character-buildingare more
important than the sport they play and
Clemson
6-9
the money they stand to make. However,
Wake Forest
5-9
men likeNick Saban lie like baseball
players under oath and get awaywith it.
Maryland
5-10
four majors in a row before, but never Can't you imagine Saban lecturing his
Boston College
5-10
four in the same season. In Tuesday's Alabama players about camaraderie,
press conference, Woods defended his
loyalty, and honesty, and the whole team
confidence by saying, "[l] just gotta erupting in laughter?
win theright four."
Many of these coaches wouldbe
ACC
Team
Not even Tiger's colleagues can esmore fit to run a gamblingring than to
cape the Grand Slam hysteria. DefendNorth Carolina
10-1
teachyoung men about integrity. Just
ing British Open champion Padraig askKelvin Sampson.
Virginia Tech
10-2
Harrington admitted during his press
Sometimes, there are instances when
conference, "Well, it doesn't seem a coach wants to move to another school
State
Florida
7-5
amazing because we have been talking in order to move up theranks. This sceN.C. State
6-6
about it - or you've been talking about nario is often understandable,but when
it for four months We've kind of gotMaryland
3-6
coaches abandon theirteams simply for
ten used to it."
more money, they set up an awful prec4-8
Virginia
Zach Johnson, last year's Masters edent and contradictthe values that
Boston College
2-7
champion, said, "He's transcending they try to instill in their teams.
golf. He's bringing it to another level...
There is a fine line between a coach
2-9
Georgia Tech
He says he can get better, which is abwanting to advance his career and a
solutely scary. He's a freak, [but] in coach being greedy and leaving his
a goodway."
schoolbecause he wants more money.
to
Woods is certainly the overwhelming
Clearly, coaches moving from one
peers are well aware of team to anotherwill never completely
favorite,
andhis
Hockey
Men's
it. Admitting that it wouldbe an act of stop, but it hasbecome so routine that
pure stupidity to bet on anyone else, I Billy Donovan decided to switch teams
give you my Masters picks, pretending twice this summer - in the same day.
of course that Woods decides to take
GARY W. GREENE/ AP PHOTO
Yet, there is hope. Look at Larry
Tiger looks to avenge his loss at the CA World Golf Championship at this weekend's Masters. the weekend off because, in my book, Brown. He is one of the greatest coaches
it's already over.
in the history of basketball, but he has
Phil Mickelson. Lefty is a short-game coached for 11 different college and
and his mind, before today's Masters
Tournament. Forget the worldwide win artist who can absolutelybomb it offthe professional teams. None of these stints
streak that stopped at six - obviously tee - a perfect equation for therecently lasted longer thanfive years.
at
Woods would tradein a victory at Doral lengthened Augusta course, as proven
He has now been almost completely
By Jeff Wallace
for a fifth green jacket,putting him only by his victories in 2004 and 2006. With run out of coaching and it seems as
one behind JackNicklaus'srecord.
a victory at the Northern Trust Open at
Heights Editor
though no team will take a chance on
Convincing early season victories at Riviera Country Club and a playoffloss him because they know that, despite his
Let'sface it: this year's Masters is Tiat the FBR Open in Scottsdale, Ariz., infinite knowledge for the game, he will
the Buick Invitational and the Accenger Woods' tournament to lose. In fact, ture World Match Play Championship, Mickelson is already off to a blistering be gone as soon as he is bored.
the Grand Slam also has his name on it as wellthe impressive final-putt heroics start in 2008. Having yet to challenge
Maybe teams are starting to figure
The Eaglesare set to face off against the - Woods knows this, and naturally, he at the Arnold Palmer Invitational were Woods head to head in 2008, the quesit out.
Fighting Sioux. A win will advance them loves it. If anything, his disappointing simply a warm up for Woods' real seation remains: Does Mickelson have the
to the NCAA tournament final.
fifth-place finish at the CA World Golf son, which consists of the four majors. mental toughness to take on Woods
Championship at Doral, Fla., has only Earlierthis year, Woods admittedon his
down the stretch?
Daniel Popko is afreshman in the College
made the man more dangerous - givWeb site that the Grand Slam in 2008
ofArts and Sciences. He can be reached at
Thursday, 6 p.m., ESPN2
ing him two weeks to prepare his swing, "was easily within reason." He has won
See Masters Preview, B6
sports@heights.com

Sophpmore Caitlin Bailey's
800-meter time at the Stanford Invitational. The time
was good for third and was a
personal best.
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Talk of the Heights

Freshman goaltender
guides the Eagles

[Jerry]

goalie].

?

John Muse
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This is Tiger's tournament
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Watch

Woods heads the field
Augusta National

Boston
North
vs
College
Dakota
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Softball

Softball swept by first-place North Carolina
over the weekend.B6

Augusta in springtime

The Masters marks the start of spring and gives one
golfer the chance at the green jacket. B7
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+News & Notes
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The Calendar
Sunday

Thursday
ALC SHOWDOWN
Conte Forum
NADASURF
Paradise Rock Club
MICHAEL BUBLE
Dunkin Donuts Center

RICHARD THOMPSON
Club Passim

PAPA GROWS FUNK
Harpers Ferry

CHUCK BERRY
Berklee Performance Center

Friday

Monday

BC SYMPHONYORCHESTRA
SPRING CONCERT
Gasson Hall
LEZ ZEPPELIN
Middle East

ARTS & REVIEW MEETING
Eagle's Nest
HOT CHIP
Paradise Rock Club

ROGUE WAVE
Paradise Rock Club
JOHN HAMMOND
Club Passim

Tuesday

Saturday

BASSNECTAR
Paradise Rock Club

TALIB KWELI
Conte Forum

ARVIL LAVIGNE
Mohegan Sun Arena

Wednesday

thThreougMTweGiapvni homsen

JERRY DOUGLAS
Paradise Rock Club

While the trend in Hollvwuud seems tc> de
to have a dadvand then get married, Levonce

\u25ba Dave Givler, Asst. Photo Editor
The Deadliest Catch is an action-packed
show thatfollows a few selectvessels into
the depths of the Bering Sea to catch the
elusive Alaskan king crab. Mike Rowe narrates as thefleet facesbitter cold, gargantuan
waves, and tension within the crew.

>

'

to this cable television series. Schizophrenic

photographerDon Konkey has the best performance, from his bizarrehallucinations to
his ability to always get the cover shot.

\u25ba Christina Lepri, Asst. Online
Editor
This minute-long family film, "Charlie Bit
my Finger," features two of the cutest kids
I have everseen. It has over 17 million hits
and has spawned everything from spoofs
to T-shirts. What's the secret to the film's
appeal?Babies with British accents.
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and
are sticking with us norma! people.
While there is no formal confirmation, it appears that the two musicians finallv tied the
knot this ?ridav in New York Citv. A friend of
the couple told
that "it happened," and
"lavwanted it to de areallv private affair." Rumors that a wedding wouldactualIv takeplaee
began lastTuesdav whenthe coupleapplied for
a marriage license at Village Hall in Scarsdale,
Hilton was the first to report that
N.Y.
the wedding would take place fridav, April 4,
in homageto the bride and groom's dirthdavs.
The ceremonv was followed bv
a partv in the rapper's Tribeca
apartment. Hevonce's former
group mates, Kellv Rowland
and VlichelleWilliams, along
with duddv dwvneth Faltrow,
were spotted arriving. The
couple has been dating for six
vears and has alwavs kept quiet
about their relationship; howdid
ever, the new IVIrs,
tell t7«Hm<?/>c»/itan in Januarv
2006, "I don'tthink I want a M
W
dig wedding."
AngelinaJulieisworking toward keeping her
title as must charitable
celedritv, the one I
gave to her. On Vlon- W
dav, she awardedher M
M
friend and journalist

,

\u25ba Chris Lane, Systems Manager
I spend my Sunday nights watching FX's
Dirt. StarringFriends alumna Courtney Cox,
Dirt brings sensationalroles and comicrelief

the

S

foolish to have lost her.

THE USED
Hampton Beach Casino Ballroom

EditorO
's bsessions

2

A Second Opinion
I hadn'ttunedinto Saturday NightLive sincethe writer'sstrike,so I decided
to check in to see where the show was at creatively (but mostly to see host and
former regular, the ever funny Christopher Walken). Much to my dismay, I realizedthat one of my favorite stars, Maya Rudolph, was absentfrom the show.
This is yet another developmentin the complicated, drawn-out drama that
Rudolph has had with the show this season. On Sunday, Sept. 23, my heart
almostbroke when Rudolph toldNBC that she would not be returning to the
Joseph Neese
show for an eighth season. The next day, however, she was quick to announce:
"It was an agonizing decision, but ultimately, 1 feel 1 made the best choice both as a
motherand as an actress. I couldn'tbe happier to be returning to SNL." And, with that, she appeared on
the show until the start of the writer'sstrike.
What the mediafailed to bring to light, however, was that Rudolph never firmed up a contract. News
broke on Feb. 20, days before the show's return from the writer's strike, that Rudolph would not be
appearing on the show that weekend, as her contract had yet to be renegotiated. But, producer Lome
Michaels seemed to imply a quickreturn. "I'm going tokeep calling her until she changes her number,"
he toldthe New YorkPost.
But, almost two months later, Rudolph has yet to return. In the meantime, Michaels has signed on
Casey Wilson, whohas garneredfame fromperformingwith the comedy groupsUpright Citizen's Brigade
and Human Giant. Michaels said, "I think you will love her." The fact is, however, that I don't. Neither
Wilson nor the recently promotedKristen Wiig remotely compare to Maya Rudolph, because they lack
her talent, comic timing, andcharisma. With abysmal writing, the only reason that I made it through the
hour and a half was the tour dc force Amy Poehler, who now holds the show on her shoulders.
In the meantime, Rudolph's film career seems to be on the fast track. Varietyrecently reported that
she will co-star alongside JohnKrasinski in Sam Mendes's forthcomingrelationship comedy for Focus
Features. Maybe it is a sign of bigger and better things to come. Rudolph, however,is still listed as a
cast memberof the 33rd season on SNL's official Web site, whereas Wilson is not. Hopefully this is a
sign that all hope for a contract renegotiationhas not been lost. Until then, I mourn the loss of Rudolph
and further versions of"The Prince Show." And, SNL continues to plummet further down
the creative tube, following the loss ofTina Fey and Rachel Dratch to 30Rock. Michaels is
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Ivlariane pearl with the Fern Holland Award
at the Vital Voices Cilodal leadershipAwards
galain Washington, D,C, JoliecalledFear! an
exampleof"courage,hope, and tolerance."The
two became close over a vear ago when Julie
portraved Fearl in the diopic
When accepting the award. Fear! referred to
Jolie as "a sister." Jolie was just as dusv on
Tuesdav when she attendedthe Council ofForeign Relations. She was present to launch her
new venture, Education partnership tor Children ofConflict. The organisation will focus
on charitv work and publicising the stories of
children in need. The pregnant actress urged the
international communitv to make education
for Iraqi children aprioritv. The "best wav
to heal children ofconflict from trauma is
to have them focus on theirfuture."That
is the best plan I have heard in a lung
i time. Jolie for president!
Fatrick
who was diagnosed
with pancreatic cancer last month, has
l been responding verv well to his chemotherapv treatment. Swavxe and his
wife thanked fans for their pravers,
mediations, and good thoughts. His
doctor, Oeorge Fisher, savs the actor
"continues to respond well to his
treatment ,,. he will continue the
same therapv at Stanford." Since
Swayxerevealed his cancer diagnosis, hehasbeen releasing con- OF
sistent statements to contradict
the constant incorrect tabloid
M information.
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What We're Watching
LaurByen Donatuc i

Tonight is the night everyone has been
waiting for: NBC beginsairing new episodes
of My Name is Earl, 30 Rock, The Office,
Scrubs, and ER. Since the last episode aired
on Nov. 15, fans ofThe Office have beenwaiting anxiouslyfor thewriter'sstrike to endand
new episodestoresume. This week,Pam and
lim attend a dreadeddinner party hosted by
Michaeland lan. Whoelse is invited?Dunder
Mifflin's newest couple, Andy and Angela.
Tune inThursday at 9 p.m. to see howDwight
reacts to his office enemy, his ex-girlfriend,
and his new romanticrival getting an invitation he could only dream of.
takes in afugitivecountry singer;
need
more enticement? Check out
any
of
The Simpsons, Sunday _it 8 p.m.
/
Murder, motorcycles, apd a body/in
I
J the mud will make the return of Banes
Vjir worth watching, Mondays 8 p.m.
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Oh The CW, how 1 loathe thee. Sure, you
havebrought me wonderfully trashy television in Gossip Girl.But not even thebitchy
perfectionofmy namesakeBlair can atone
for the crimes you have committed. Every
time I look at the TV listings, your bold
capital letters mock me. Every time I flip
past your annoyinglyevenchannel 10,Tyra
Banks laughsat me. Every character seems
to say, "That's right Blair, we killed your
favorite television shows
and there's
nothing you can do about it." The CW killed The WB, and for this I will alwaysbe bitter.
So for today's column, I write an ode to The WB. It willbegin: Dear WB,
Where have all the town troubadoursgone? Where have all the towns gone period? I
rememberthe glory daysof theNorth Carolina-setDawson Creek. Girls my age would
sneak around when theirparents were out just to watch the dramaunfold. Initial analysis
of the loey-Pacey-Dawsonconflict confirmed Joshua Jackson was the muchhotter of the
two. Yet James Van Der Beck was sensitive. In the pre-emo age of the '90s, who could
turn down sensitive?Dawson was the obvious choice. Then there was Buffy the Vampire
Slayer. I neverknew why I likedthat show. I didn'treallycare if vampireswereterrorizing
quiet Sunnydale. But for some reason, 1 enjoyedwatching this little blonde girl kick some
vampirebutt.Then there were the two greatest shows ofmy teenage years: GilmoreGirls
andEverwood. When I am older, I plan to roam the nation for real-life versions of Stars
Hollowand Everwood. Let's start with Stars Hollow, and the aforementionedtown troubadour. After you decided to marry UPN, your accountants decided not to give contracts
to the creative forces behind Gilmore Girls, thereby damning it to poor quality. I miss
the wittiestbanter that ever was, the constant pop-culture references, and the two most
compatibleactresses on television - Lauren Graham
and Alexis Bledel. And thenyour marriage killed off
Everwood to bring 7th Heaven back from the dead.
After going through all of the stages of grieving,
I've finally accepted it. But that doesn'tmake it any
easier. Especially since your successor has offered
littleconsolation.
But I am forever yours, Blair.
of
As a final note, I'd like to ask, what does The CW
even stand for? After some extensive research into
my own mind, I have concluded that the network
executives decided it's an acronym for "Crap, Who
thought this was a good idea?"

Reality BstrTu V
|
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with Zak Jason
Ifstudents didn'tget straight Asbefore

the invention of the television, what were
they doing? Without laptops to scope the
same Facebook pictures for hours, Xbox
to diddle around with mind-numbing
FIFA, and cellphones to textinside jokes
you shared with your friends an hour
before, the bed proved the only escape
from reality. In thepre-TV dorm, students
could either sleep or work. But today, with
a flashing wired world of distractions
teasing you each moment, sleep and work
buzz in the background.
Instead of pointing fingers at everything, I will lock onto the new Operation
Repo on TruTV - a branch of one of the
greatest escapes from reality: reality TV.
An over-the-top look at the badass and
silly worldof auto repossessionin California, OperationRepo illustrates thatwhile
realityTV meltsour lives, avoidingit can
feel like a missed opportunity.
Whenever I plan on doing homework, I

walk intomyroom to find aman stomping
another's groin and shouting, "You'renot
taking my $&!@, homie!" so I feel like
I would miss something if I don'twatch.
But like always, that something proved
to be nothing. Operation Repo follows a
team of disgruntled repossession agents
who probablyfailed as wrestlers. Matt, the
leaderofthe crew, narrates with advice on
life in a confession booth. But with Oakleys, a scruffy handlebar mustache, and a
bursting bald head, I could only heed his
advice as much as the wisdom from The
Tyra Banks Show, total absorption in the
moment, total negation in thereal world.
As a bulging ball oflard charges toward
Matt with an aluminum bat, fumed that
he's losing his stolen car, Matt remains
calm. "When guys come up to you with
a bat," he narrates, "they usually never
swing. It's best to stay tough." $48,000 a
yearpays for an education, while you can
only get advice this rich on basic cable.
But if I stayed tough as someone swung
a metal bludgeon around my face, would
I survive? As it turns out, Matt's maxim
doesn't evenworkfor him. Amomentlater
in the show, he dodges a skull-shattering
blow as the man misses and smashes a
car hood. If only life were staged, then
I could stick my neck out in the face of
any weapon.
But at least in Operation Repo and
Tyra and all ofreality TV, I can imagine.
Ultimately,I think we needtheoccasional
escape, not just to melt our minds, but to
fantasize.
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Asidefrom front-runnerKristi Yamaguchi, theperson who keeps me tuning into Dancing
with the Stars each week is Marissa laret Winokur, best known as a Tony Award winner for
Hairspray. No matter how much judgeCarrie Ann Inabawrongfully puts her down, Winokur
emerges as the show's winner each week, proving that size is not an inhibitor to what one
can achieve. She is a joy to watch, with surprisingly succinct extension. While not the master
technician that Yamaguchi is, Winokur's Broadway background has instilled within her an
insatiable star powerthat remains unshaken by her rivals. Winokuris also currently expecting
herfirst child in four months - a boy to be namedZev. Pregnant and dancing like that?Winokur
is actually a survivor ofcervical cancer, which required her to haveher uterus and part ofher
cervix removed seven years ago. Thus, she is using a surrogate. She recently told People, "I
don't care ifI win or loseDancing with theStars because I knowwhen the showis over,I will
have the best prize - a baby." But why not have it all? Only the upcoming weeks will tell.
THURSDAY, APRIL 10, 2008 the SCENE
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Santana, Trucks teach guitar at Agganis
Keith Evans
Heights Editor

By Robert O'Block
For The Heights
It was a heavenly night in
Boston on Friday, as Boston
University's Agganis Arena
hosted a certifiable meeting of
the gods: Carlos Santana and
Derek Trucks. Kicking off the
2008 Live Your Light Tour,
Santana and the Derek Trucks
Band held the sell-out crowd
in awe for nearly three hours
with a dynamic array ofmusical styles and guitar mastery.
Though Santana surely didn't
disappoint - at age 60, his legend grows with every show he plays - it was
the 29-year-old phenom Trucks whose guitarplayingreigned supreme.
Playing guitarsince he was9, Trucks is simply the best guitarist around. A memberofThe
Allman Brothers Band and Eric Clapton's band,
as well as leadinghis own, Trucks commandsa
number ofslide guitar styles thatrun the gamut
from blues to R&B to jazz.In a recent interview
with Rolling Stone, Trucks let it rip alongside
John Mayer and JohnFrusciante. At onepoint,
however, both Mayer and Frusciante stopped
playing just to hear Trucks continue with his
solo. Trucks was in similarform Friday, as he
showed why many have calledhim a prodigy.
Trucks and his bandkicked offthe night with a
soulful version of the blues standard "Get Out
of My Life, Woman" in the style of Freddie
King. They followed up with the civil rights
hymn "I Wish 1 Knew How It Would Feel to
Be Free" and "I'dRather Be Blind, Crippled,
and Crazy," both off the DerekTrucks Band's
latestrelease, Songlines. Trucks's fierce slide
playing over these tunes imitatedthe wailing
vocals ofvintage gospel andblues singers. This
was especially evident on the gospel classic
"Up Above My Head," madefamous by Sister
Rosetta Tharpe. The true highlight of the set,

Chart Toppers
Songs
1. "Touch My Body"
Mariah Carey
2. "Love in This Club"
Usher ft. Young Jeezy
3. "4 Minutes"
Madonna ft. Justin Timberlake
4. "Bleeding Love"
Leona Lewis
5. "No Air"
Jordan Sparks ft. Chris Brown

Albums
1. Day 26

however, was theband'stake on JohnColtrane's rock-and-rollpiece incorporatingtwin lead guire-harmonization of the standard "My Favorite tars. Transitioning into "No One to Depend On,"
Things" (you might know it better from The
Sound of Music). Here, Trucks demonstrated
his ability to play without a slide, as the band
went onan 11-minute journeyinto a jazznerd's
nirvana in whichTrucks tradedsolos with key-

Santana got thecrowd goingwith a middle section featuring handclaps and call-and-response
lines. The songbuiltup andfinally explodedinto
afrenzied finale. After an immensely impressive
drum solo from legendary Dennis Chambers,
boardist/flautist Kofi Burbridge.
Santanacontinued with instrumentalpieces, culAfter a half-hour intermission (BU stopped minatingwith the hit "Smooth."For an encore,
serving alcohol at this time, much to the disapSantana offered a mixofold and new with "Soul
pointment of the $5.50 Bud Light faithful), Sacrifice" fromtheirdebutalbum andtheband's
Santana tookthe stageto a standing crowd, roarlatest single, "Into the Night." Though this
on vocals,
ing in applause. Beginning with "Jingo," San,- studio, track features Chad
tana offered up
the crowd was
a classic tune "Though
surely/didn't disappoint pleased to find
him nowherein
from his debut
album that was:
sight.
Despite
released in 1969.
y
the
absence of
Moving along,
:;'
"OyeComoVa"
Santana and his
f
>? ' !/
it
'
'
Woman," Santana was defiband jammedthrough "Life
is for Living"
and and"Black Magic
"Corazon Espinado." Before breaking into the nitely impressiveenough to send the audience
modern hit "Maria, Maria," Santana showedthe offfeeling good. The real gem of the concert,
range of his musicianship with the instrumental however, was Derek Trucks, whose guitarjazz-rock piece "Incident at Neshabur" off his laying just could not be matched. For anyone
sophomore album,Abraxas.The next few songs unfamiliar with Trucks, takethis opportunityto
were thereal meat of the set, as Santana showed getfamiliar. You will onlybe disappointedwith
its darker, raw side with "Batuka,"an energized yourselffor waiting until now. A-

Day 26
2. Pretty.Odd.
Panic at the Disco
3. Saturday Nights & Sunday
Counting Crows
4.Welcome To The Dollhouse
Danity Kane
5. Now 27
Various Artists

SOURCE: BILLBOARD.COM
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Music
on
Mind

Back when the Gasson Bell Towerwas fully
functioning andFacebook was in itsearliest stage
ofworld domination, JimGiguere, A&S '08, and
Zach Forsberg-Lary,A&S '08, met fortuitously
in theirfreshman year Perspectives class. Like
freshmen sometimes do, the two started hanging
out over a mutual interest of playing the guitar.
4

.
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Fast-forward two years to a New Year's
Eve party in Boston. Jim and Zach, now good
friends and roommates, spent part of the night
jammingwith violinist/cellistChris Huang, BC
'07. Somethingmust have clicked into place, for
with the birth of 2007, a new band also entered
into existence:Isthmus and the Lisps.
The nameis memorable, and soare the songs.
I saw them play a fewweeks ago at an Open Mic
Night at French Press Coffee (Thursday nights,
7-10:30 p.m.) and was immediately drawn in by
their sound. In the vein ofIron & Wine, self-described as "hobo-folk," the bandwritesandplays
all of their own music, besides a heart-melting
coverof "While My Guitar Gently Weeps."
Isthmus and the Lisps have eight members
total - Jess Kelly, BC '07, Lee Meryash, A&S

'08, Victoria Forsberg-Lary, Erika Young, and
Ross "Sandstorm Montgomery III" Fielding
- but, like their general demeanor when 1 sat
down with them for coffee last week, it's all
pretty casual. Whoever can show up to play,
shows up. They don'thave scheduledrehearsals,
per se, but spontaneousmusical "lovefests" in a
house overstocked with Soy Joy energy snack
bars where Jim, Zach, andRoss live togetherlike
"prematurely old men." Zachwrites songs starting with lyrics taken from his dreams, whereas
Jim starts with a melody and fills them out with
words "mostly about crying." (Check out www.
myspace.com/isthmusandthelispsand listen to
"The Way You Cry" it's really good.)
The band's most recent "biggig" was at Harpers Ferry last January, where they performed in

.

matching cranberry sweater vests. Currently,
they're working on an album(as much as the
college life allows, I suppose) in The Postal
Servicefashionof separatelyrecording tracks,
playing over them, and editing them as they
go. The band even flattered me enough to
agree to my offer of lending my high-school
level clarinet skills to play with them. But

we'll see...

The truth is, lately I've been overwhelm-

ingly impressed by the artistic talents of my
peers on this campus. In these last fewweeks
ofthe year, there is a healthy plethoraof creative goings-on: ALC Showdown, Arts Fest,
end-of-year concerts and shows. I urge you to
goout there, listen up, support your peers, and
share yourself along the way.

Off the Record
with Jeff Wallace

Never wear sandals to aRage
Never wear sandals to a Rage
Against the Machine concert.
Against the Machine Concert.
If you see a shirt at a concert
At a concert, section 21 at the
Garden could be the best-kept and you like it, buy it, because
secret in Boston, and at a game, later you will most likely reit is even better. The back left gret your decision not to buy it
parking lot at the TweeterCenter and end up buying three more
exits the fastest, but who said online. Bands generally sound
better from directly next to the
anythingabout leaving? Twentyfour-ounce Bud Lights are only soundboard. Go to the last row,
$8 at the Orpheum Theatre, but close your eyes and listen - not
you cannot bring them to your manybands can drawyou in from
seat during the show. The best
this distance; stick with the ones
pre-show ritual is at the Bank that do. A jiffy is actually one
of America Pavilion; two slices one-hundrethof a second. Nothof Pizzeria Regina and large ing beats a Talking Heads cover,
diet Pepsi (consider the show specifically "Once in aLifetime."
cursed if you do not abide). If Who cares what you look like,
the show sucked, the encore is dance where the music takes you
likely to suck too, why not beat - we are all meant to be vulnerthe traffic?
able in some way, why not hide

behind a decentsound track?
Never wear sandals to a Rage
Never wear sandals to aRage Against The Machine Concert.
against the machine concert.
The Eagles are worth $125
Concert posters are a terrible per ticket - nothing beats a sober
investment,but they can certainly Joe Walsh ripping a solo while
bring a room, or a life, together. running around stage in pajamas
Ticketmastercan be beat. Trying wearing a hard hat. If someone
something new is not necessaryells at you to sit down during a
ily a bad thing, unless you are show and the music compels you
TheRolling Stones or The Who. to stay standing,please do not sit
Fenway Park was not made for down, you are not the one being
concerts, but it was made for rude - instead tell that guy that the
shows. If you see an unknown ClaptonDVD is only $ 14.99with
openingband and like them, buy a coupon at Best Buy. And finally,
their CD and share it with your wear sandals to a Rage Against
friends, they will appreciate the theMachine concert only ifyou
support. Coat check has never plan on picking mud out of your
lost my jacket, but 1 have lost my toenails for the next month.
Those are only a few hints
jacketmany times. If you cannot
remembera showwhen you wake for now. Besides that, enjoy the
show.
up, it was a total waste of time.
?

In Flames finds 'Purpose' in melody
By Grant Hatchimonji
deviation from theirtraditional style
Heights Editor
may take a few listens to get used to,
When In Flames came out with but the album eventually becomes as
their first studio release, Lunar addicting to listen to as any others.
Strain, in 1994, it marked the
Even considering the inherent
band's pioneering of the melodic elements in the genre, the album is
death metal sound that is often noticeably more melodic than the
referred to as Gothenburg metal. band's others. In the choruses of
The band's ninth album, A Sense tracks like "Move Through Me" and
of Purpose, is a testament to their "The Mirror's Truth," vocalistAnders
ability to maintainelementsof that Fridendoesn'thesitateto use clean or
traditional, pioneered style while harmonizedsinging. The thrash metal
simultaneously evolving. Such sound thatcould befound on their last
changes are welcome; by the time release, Come Clarity, is somewhat
a band reaches its ninth album, absent here, too. The slow, albeit
one can only hope that it is bringheavy, "chuggachugga"riffthat fuels
ing something new to the table. the track"Alias" is surprisinglyout of
If you're a fan of In Flames, this characterfor theband,but isnonethe-

CD

less a well-executed change. A fair
amount of acoustic and soft guitar

playing makes its way into some
of the tracks as well; the acoustic
bridge in "Alias" is refreshing, as is
the eight-minute-longpseudo-ballad,
"The Chosen Pessimist."
In spite of the new style that In
Flames has turned to on this album,
however, the band hasn't forgotten
its roots. The crunchy, distorted guitars that open "The Mirror's Truth,"
"Disconnected," and "Delight and
Angers" - as well as the hammer-on
filled, thundering riffs in songs like
"Drenched in Fear" - help sustain
thatpleasantlyheavy feel ofthe band.
Also, the electronic accompaniment

CD

OFGCOURTESYIMOAGELS

that often played a part in their older
material can befound all over .4 Sense
ofPurpose; the synthesizer effects in
the melodies of some of the tracks
("Alias," "Sleepless Again") are
reminiscent of some ofthe songs from
their 2004 release, Soundtrackto Your
Escape. So despite the changes, the
band still manages to maintain its
solid,aggressive sound through these

basic Gothenburgmetal elements.
Only the most diehard of In
Flames fans will cry "sellout" in
response to this album, but let's face
it: It's not aboutwho can be the most
"brutal" or "totally metal," it'sabout
who can keep their fans entertained
withoutforfeitingthosefundamentals
that made them so entertainingin the
first place. B+

Video

Single
Gavin Degraw

It's Alright

Jacob Fred
Jazz Oddysey

Lil Tae Rides

Justin Timberlake

IslandRecords

Again

"In Love With A
Girl"
RCA

Dir. Jonas & Francois

Ashes Divide
Keep Telling Myself

Hyena Records

While working as a guitartechnicianfor
Tool, Billy Howerdel managed to impress
Tool front man Maynard James Keenan
enough that the two formed A Perfect Circle. WithA PerfectCircle disbanded, Howerdel pooledhis own talents to createAshes
Divide. He plays all oftheinstruments here
- minus longtime collaboratorJoshFreese
on drums andKeenan' s son on cello. The
sound is much less ambiguous than that of
Tool, but rocks just as hard. B

Download This:"The Stone"

Hailing from Tulsa, Okla. fusion masters JacobFred JazzOdyssey might as well
be from outer space - brewing a heavy

dosage of loose jazz with subtle elements
of trance and electronica.The songsamble
along gently and hinge heavily upon keyboardist BrianHaas's smooth, translucent
runs andReedMathis's walking bass lines.
If jazzpioneers John Coltrane and Jimmy
Smith discoveredthe turntable, Jacob Fred
would be theresult. B+

Download This:"Tae Parade"

It's been a long waitfor Gavin Degraw
fans. An astounding five years after the release ofhis popularalbum Chariot, Degraw
is finally back with an upcoming album and
its lead single,"In Love with a Girl." While
the single isfilled with the same entertaining
pop hook as his previous stuff, the video
for said single is a completely unoriginal
concept. Gavin andhis hotblondegirlfriend
trounce around a department store after
hours, sleeping on the beds and trying on
the risque underwear. C

Madonna ft.

"Four Minutes"

"Four minutes to Save the World," sing
Madonna and Justin Timberlake amid the
backdrop of a large digital clock counting
down the same time. The elite performers,
alongwith Timbaland, never cease to amaze.
The cinematography,choreography, and production are impressive, and Madonna looks
better than ever. But Timabland'srap bores,
and, when it comes down to it, the plot just
doesn't make any sense. Madonna and Timberlake take on the flashy roles ofsuper spies
at the world's end, but save nothing. B+
ALL ALBUM COVER PHOTOS COURTESY OF AMAZON.COM
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JaNee Allen
Heights Staff

By

On Wednesday, April 9, the Undergraduate Government of Boston College wel-

Spike Lee: the Beauty and the Blemishes
Spike Lee is one of America's most talented and controversial
producers, directors, and authors. Lee's career has been marked
with some of the most triumphant and most debated moments in

comed acclaimed writer-director, producer,
and director Spike Lee to BC. After a bit of
confusion about the location, Spike spoke
in Conte Forum to a sizeable crowd about
his journey from poor youth in Brooklyn to
where he is today. Lee started off his speech
discussing his thoughts on the Patriots' loss,
saying, "Great thing about sports, you can't
take anything for granted. I mean, there are a
whole lot ofkids in Guatemala that got those
T-shirts, 19-0, on right now. But the Celtics
are doing good right now, so you have to
be happy about that." Lee led the audience
through a conversation that spanned his
thoughts on things ranging from sports and
college life to politics and the meaning of
family. The most poignant part ofhis discussion was when he talked about how he came
to be a director saying, "Film chose me, and
not the other way around."
Lee discussed the struggles that he went
through attempting to get his feet wet in the

American cinema. In this list, The Scene chooses Lee's top five
films.
5. The world is introduced to Lee's unique
view of the world through his first feature
film, She s Gotta Have It (1986). The film
was shot on a budget of $160,000 and grossed
over $700,000. For the first time, America was
invited to look through Lee's eyes as he wove
the story of Nola Darling, a woman dating
three men simultaneously, resisting choosing
just one.

1.

m

8piKe Lee'8 Iate8tcollaboration wiln
18 a

6ocuinentarx tnat 8now8

r>sew Or1ean8 in tne walce okHurricane

"kne nlin niZn1iZnt8 tke people,
culture, an6 inu8ic
0r1ean8, an6 it
6i8cu88e8 tne wav tne people in tnat area
are atternptinZ to coine daclc krorn uniinaZinadle 6e8truction. Ine nlin i8 an important
repre8entation ok a inoinent in ni8torv triat
8lioul6 not de forgotten. It i8 one ok 8pil<e
Lee'8 in08t none8t an6 rnovinZ piece8, an6
tnat 18 wnv it top8 tne li8t.

4. Do The Right Thing (1989) chronicles
the Bedford-Stuyvesant neighborhood in Brooklyn on the hottest day of the summer. The movie
is influenced by hip-hop culture and tackles
issues that are brought up by racial tensions and
differences in age. The film was groundbreaking,
raking in an Academy Award for best original
screenplay. The complexity of the relationships
and the honesty in the dialogue makes this one of
Lee's most popular films today.

entertainment industry, after his graduation
from the New York University graduate
film program. After winning the Student
Academy Award, Lee said, he moved to Los
Angeles and he waited for the phone to ring
from prominent directors Steven Spielberg
and George Lucas. When those calls didn't
come, Lee decided to start making his own

2. In 1992, 8pil<e Lee explored a contraversal iii8t0lica1 kiZure in tne tilrn, A/a/H". Lrii8 nlin 6i8cu88e8 tne lite ok activi8t iVIalcolin X, krorn ni8 cnilaliooa up to
Iii8 anamination dv Iii8 lVIu8liin a88ociate8.
"kne tflrn i8 da8e6 on 77?e
o/
A/a/co/m
an6 doa8te6
ton in tne title role, "kne tflrn wa8 nominated
kor two
and wa8 one ok
dreaictrirouZri perkorrnance8.

films. He noticed that the entertainment
industry did not take notice of the real lives

of black people in America, and he wanted
to be the one to share those stories: "When I
decidedthis is what I wanted to do, I wanted
to show thebeauty and the blemishes [in the
black community]." Lee began to make films
on small budgets, his first being She s Gotta
Have It in 1985. After the success of this
film, Lee saw his dreams coming true, and
he gained renewed energy and moved on to

3. One of Spike Lee's more controversial
and less noted films is Jungle Fever (1991).
The film tells the story of a black married man
who is contemplating having an affair with a
white woman. The film tackles interracial relationships and drug use, challenging economic
stereotypes.

make more movies and do the infamous Mi-

chael Jordan "Air Jordans" ad campaign.
Although Spike Lee has become a household name, he assured the crowd that even
today he still struggles to see his films made.
Lee said about his 2006 film, Inside Man,
"I wasn't planning on it, but it became a
huge hit, and after that I thought I could do
whatever I want to do, but that just was not
the case." He still struggles to sell his ideas
for movies, andbecause Hollywood is a box
office-driven industry, a lot of production

companies are wary ofLee's controversial film
topics. The latest "Spike Lee Joint"is Miracle at
St. Anna, which will hit box offices on Oct. 11.
This movie is aboutblack soldiers in World War
11. Ofthis film, Lee said, "I think it's one of my
best films. However, it wasn't easy to sell. This
industry is hard work. Anything you want to do
in life is going to be hard work. You all should
know this now."

Lee has a reputation for being controversial
and for pushing the boundaries issues that deal
with race, class, and sex. His speech, however,
was not as bold as one might have expected. Lee
spoke honestly to the audience, but topeople who
are true fans of his work and who know about
some of the more shocking points in his career,
the conversation seemed like a milder version
of Spike Lee. At the heart of Lee's speech was

a message of self-identification, as he urged the
audience to find what makes them happy and
pursue it regardless of what anyone says. "You
have to find something that you love, and you
can't let anybody tell you otherwise," he said.
"Your so-called friends may notreally be friends
at all. Negative people got to go!"
The most poignant thingthat Spike Lee left the
audience with was the importance of this time in

history, saying, "We're very close to seeing something happen that a lot ofpeople never thought
they'd see. We're very close to having a person
of color as the president of the United States,
and young people are behind that push as young
people have never been as politically involved
as they are right now." Lee told the audiencethat
we are at thebeginning ofvery serious times, and
we shouldbe excited aboutthe time we're living

in, and to make sure that as students we choose
a path that we are passionate about.
Lee's speech was brief but inspirational, and
those who saw him speak appreciated it."It was
an honor to hear him speak here. He is so talented,
and was able to speak to us in a way that seemed
like we were sitting across a dining room table.
I'm so glad I was here for this," said Christine
Rodrigue, CSOM '09.
DAVID GIVLER AND TUE TRAN / HEIGHTS PHOTO ILLUSTRATION
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Greed meets faith in There Will Be 'Blood'
By Luke

Taeschler
For the Heights
There Will BeBlood is a modern American masterpiece.Like many things, when lookingat
film, one must take a reductionisticapproach and attempt to classifyits greatnessby evaluating
its parts. Infinite elements go into the making of a film, yet the primary aspects are: writing,
directing, acting, cinematography,and musical score. As the writerand director, Paul Thomas
Anderson succeeds in putting his unique stamp of artistic authenticity on the film. Blood's
greatness lies in Anderson's ability to cohesively synthesize all of these cinematicelements
into a story that conveys humanity's darkest tendencies.

As for acting, there is not much to be said ofDaniel Day-Lewis's performance otherthan
that it surely ranks among the best of modern cinematic history. Because the film largely
serves as a character study, Day-Lewis's performance is arguably the film's most important
aspect. Day-Lewis successfully inhabits Anderson's creation,breathing life into a man utterly
controlledby greed and paranoia, which Day-Lewisportrays eerily and convincingly. Not only
does Day-Lewis successfully put form to Daniel Plainview's formless evil nature, buthe also
perfects every part ofPlainview's physical appearance - accent, facial expression, and body
language. Paul Dano also plays his role of a scheming, morally empty preacher impressively.
Thematically, the film continually questions both capitalism and religion's merits, suggesting
thatboth principles ultimatelyfall victimto human manipulation.
The film's technical achievements are equally staggering. The movie consists of many
lengthy, breathtaking shots, yet nothing is more extraordinary than Anderson's artistic and
realistic oil explosion,which ranks as one ofthe year's best scenes. From a musicalstandpoint,
thefilm's intrusive score, composed by Radiohead's guitarist Johnny Greenwood, takes on a
presence ofits own during this and various other scenes throughout the film.
Each of Anderson's movies is marked by the power of previous directors' influences, and
Bloodis no exceptionasKubrick's style is indisputablyimprintedon the film.Blood's opening
20 minutes, which do not have a single line of dialogue, invoke memories of 2001: A Space
Odyssey. Like Kubrick's Odyssey, Blood indicates its own severity from the very opening
sequence. Of course,Bloodmay never be recognized asan artistic and cinematic achievement
that can rivalKubrick's masterpiece. Whether it reaches such a level of greatness or not, the
film's overwhelming ambition, combined with its ability to exist as both an accurate period
piece and a complex character study, will surely solidify its place in cinematic history. A

Happy Belated Birthday,

and perhaps manipulative,but in the

Bette

misogynistic world of Warner Bros.,

Without even realizing it, you
might know Bette Davis. With her
arching penciled eyebrows suspended over those eyes, the memoryof
her, not just her screen personas, is
still found in parodies. She is one of
the black-and-whitefaces that flash
by in every classic Oscar montage. Among Bogart, Grant, and
Audrey and Kate Hepburn, Davis
forever stains the imagined past of
Hollywood, part of that collective
pre-eminence that our grandparents
see as perfection. She is the voice
behind, "Fasten your seatbelts. It's
gonna be a bumpy night." Oh, yes.
Now you remember.
Before I knew who Bette Davis
was, I quoted those two sentences,
replacing "night"with "ride." 1 also
confused the famous Best Picture
Oscar drama she starred in, All
About Eve, with Preston Sturge's
slapstick comedy, The Lady Eve.
Barbara Stanwyck for Bette Davis,
maybe not.
But my real introduction to the
legend came when I watched the
movie Mr. Skeffington, which is
all about the Mrs., despite the title.
Upon introduction, I hated Bette
Davis. We were not going to be bffls. Maybe it was what I interpreted
as overacting and an artificially
forced voice. The femmefatale that
she embodied was a whole world
awayfrom Lauren Bacall in To
Have and Have Not; it was not what
I knew, and it was not what I loved.
Nevertheless, 1 watched more
ofher films most of them from
this same era. And although I will
never arguefor her to switch with
Katherine Hepburn and take over
as No. 1 instead for AFl's greatest
female screen legends, I can say
that I respect her. What Bette Davis
did was not only unique but effective. What made me uneasy at first
- her aggressivepresence and the
?

New This Week
Movies
1. Prom Night
2. SmartPeople
3. StreetKings
DVDs
1. \u25ba/««
2. Lars andthe Real Girl
3.Alien vs. Predator
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\u25ba Ellen Page established
herself as the go-to indie
movie queen playingthetitle
character of Juno,the Oscar
winner for best original
screenplay. America fell in
love with the crass sarcasm
of a young teenage girl, and
you will too with the DVD.

contradictions that she embodied
- delivered everything that an audience could want. She was strong

she conquered the story ofthe leading ladywhose fatal flaw usually
challengedher command.
Although her career ended with
a fizzle, those years precedingAll
About Eve were magnificent. In her
life and in her movies, she asserted
feminism and girl power before the
Spice Girls made it cool and before
they made it a hypocrisy. She not
only inspired questions about the
kinds of power womencan access,
but she also brought up questions
about the consequences and possibilities of this power.
There are not a lot of people
who can say that they have been
nominated for 10 AcademyAwards.
But the two-time Oscar winner, Bette Davis, who would have celebrat-

ed her centennial birthday this April
5, counts this achievementand
many more, and she counts these as
a woman. A woman whobecame

notorious for fights with directors,
co-stars, and studio executives,
Davis could evenfall into the category of original Hollywood ladies.
I invite those who may not know

her to acquaint themselves with the
sizzle and smack of the first female
president of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences. Love or
hate her. Love and hate her. Hate
then love her.
Or vice versa, if you must.

+ Food & Drink
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By

Jeff Wallace

Asst. Arts & Review Editor

Last Friday, on my typical pilgrimage to Martinetti's, which is easily
the Wal-Mart of liquor stores in the metro-west area, 1 noticed something
refreshingly different. Just a smooth nine-iron shot away from Brighton
Center (forgive my golfanalogy - it is Masters week) is the Brighton Beer
Garden, a sleek new high-end sports bar that has some serious potential. In its
short existence of less than a week, many rumors have surfaced regarding the
Garden's collection of nearly 40 flat-screen HD televisions,impressive beer
list, and incredibly filling dishes. We figured that Monday's NCAA basketball
championship game would give us a great opportunity to investigate these

claims.
The interior was so fresh that the overwhelming smell of shiny woodfloor
finishing will be sure to invade patrons' nostrils for months to come. Before
the facelift, the Garden's neighborhood spot was occupiedby SOHO Boston, a
trendy New York-style nightclub impostor that eventually fizzled out last year
despitebeing the center oflocal hype only a few years prior. The Brighton Beer
Garden has held on to much of the same luster, but plays it off by encouraging
patrons to wear sports jerseys. If anythingit wouldbe equivalentto the ultimate
"man cave" featured in an episode of Cribs - the big comfy chairs, plasma
occupying just about every viewable angle, a hefty selection ofboth microdrafts and bottled imports, and finally, attractive servers to wait on your every
move.
Even on a Mondaynight, the atmosphere was electric and began to pick up
considerably around 10p.m. (The game certainly helped.) The crowd, which
was mostly marked by the locals that still had some youth left in them, was a far
cry from the welcomed sloppiness associated
Brighton Beer Garden
with our fine ClevelandCircle establishments.
386 Market Street
The owner seeks the "after work" crowd and
Brighton, MA 02135
in arecent AllstonBrighton TAB article said,
(617)562-6000
"We're not getting any collegekids and don't
brightonbeergarden.com
plan to." My advice: For aBusch Light and a
to
Ann's;
for a Sam Adams
blackout, go Mary
Boston Lager; a juicyburger, and a game - catch a cab to The Brighton Beei
Garden. Soon enough, you too will be part of the "after work" crowd. B+
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1 c. cnoppecl mu8nroom8; 1 mell. onion; 1 td8.
oil; 6
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Cross into the bustling Border Cafe
Anne Muscarella
Heights Staff

By

The Border Cafe, located steps awayfrom Harvard's campus in the heart of
Cambridge, is clearly a student hot spot. My fellow dinersand I arrived a little earlier
than we would normally eat, 6 p.m. on a Friday evening,being forewarnedthat the
line builds quickly and will frequently be out the door on weekends.We entered the
restaurant, and it was hopping. There was loud music, neon signs, and the walls were
craftily decoratedwith Mexican murals in bright colors. The tables were crowded nearly
on top ofeach other, and there were people standing around a small bar in the back.
Many were with large groups, sipping delicious looking frozen margaritas, as the wait
staff was rushing around to get people seated and served.
We were seated at a woodentable smack in the center of the room; however, it was
not at all uncomfortable.The waiter came to our service within minutes, delivering an
absolutelyaddictive basket of warm tortilla chips and fresh salsa to our table. Our drink
orders were taken, and before we even had the opportunity to look at the menu, gigantic
refillable glasses of soda were placed on our table.
The menu offered many Mexican classics, such as tacos, empanadas, quesadillas,
and fajitas. They have a variety ofaffordable appetizers, specialty salads, and Cajun
delights.Many of the distinctivefish offerings looked interesting to me, such as shrimp
and crawfish, catfish, swordfish, and salmon, all blackened and prepared in some sort
ofCajun spices. Each dish that I saw being deliveredto the tables around us looked
more enticing than the next, with overstuffed quesadillas, enormous tostada salads, and
enchiladas smothered in cheese.
Already feeling full from the bottomless basket of chips and gigantic sodas, we
decided to keep the portions and the prices manageableby ordering the chicken fajita
for two. It came out sizzling no more than 10minutes after we ordered. We were
served a large skillet ofchicken and sauteed onions, accompaniedby a basket offresh
flour tortillasand three small bowls - one with rice, one with black beans, and one
with homemade jambalaya.They also delivered a plate crowded with all the "fixin's,"
including shredded cheese, lettuce, tomato, sour cream, and a heaping scoop of
homemade guacamole that was to die for.
The most attractivepart of the menu is the prices, with appetizersranging from $4-7,
and the majority of entrees being $7 to $10. The quality of the food was exceptional, and
in my opinion, you get way more than you pay for, as I noticed almostevery customer
leaving with a doggie bag.
The loud and bustling atmosphere makes Border Cafe ablast for groups. The attentive
and speedy service, as well as the quality and value of the food, would draw me back
again and again. AtheSCENE THURSDAY, APRIL 10, 2008
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6 Purses
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7 Austrailian bird
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8 Cyber note
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9 Transport to Oz
10 Mid point
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hook ud
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11 Cost per unit
12 Geometric
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Turn to page
v & 11
for the answers,

WHAT DOES
IT SAY?

y

33 Wear away
36 Talking starling
39 Hardwood
42 Finally
45 Sad
46 Let go of
49 Points of

debate

53 Put an end to
55 Telegrams
56 Cultivated tract
57 One woodwind

58 Steals from

59 Theater
assignment

.,

60 Something to
think about
61 Clock sound
62 Location

64 "Situation
Room"
channel
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13 Ran in the wash
command
19 Way up
65 Diameter halves 21 Snow runners
24 Coalfish
66 Housecoat
67 Annapolis inst.
25 Snail mails
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27 Femme fatale
70 Mardi Gras
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71 Quench
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Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9
grid. In each row there are 9 slots, some ofwhich
are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain
the numbers 1 to 9. You must follow these rules:
Number can appear only once in each row
Number can appear only once in each column
Number can appear only once in each 3x3
box
The number should appear only once on row,
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40 Foxlike
41 Dance for two
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prop
44 Within reach
47 Clash of clans
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35 Yellowish pink
hair
37 Hide

38 Spiral fastener
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1 Crude dwelling
6 Borscht
vegetable
10 Hermit creature
14 "Crocodile
Dundee" star
15 Bullets and
shells
16 Husband of a
countess
17 Way overweight
18 Make certain of
20 To have and to
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22 As an
alternative
23 Rockies grazer
24 Come in second
25 Pain in the neck
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"Look, I promised you a place in the country,
and as far as I'm concerned,
I've held up my end of the bargain."
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BELIEVE HE WAS ABLE TO LAST
SO LONG IN THE WILD BY BEING ADOPTED
BY SOME BREED OF ANIMAL...
NOW WE JUST HAVE TO
FIGURE OUT WHICH ONE.
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"You'd look a lot better if you
didn't wear a striped shirt."
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Contact Info
Email:
thillb@bc.edu
About Me: Blair Thill is the Assoc. Arts & Review Editor ofThe Heights. She welcomes
comments and suggestions for new drinks.
View More Photos of Me (269)
Edit

My Profile

\u25ba Photos (18 Albums)

Don't be

a wuss,

\u25ba Notes (11)
\u25ba Groups
\u25bc This Week's Drink

Blair's B-day Bash
3 ounces Stolichnaya
vodka
32 ounces diet sprite
1 packet Crystal Light
on the Go raspberry
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Y Drink Up! \u25bc

Blair Thill

Search \u25bc
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lemonade

Instead of a normal Drink Up! columnthis week, The Scenehas decided to dedicate some
space to a very important person on her 21st birthday. That person just happens to be me,
Blair Thill, the associateArts & Review editor. It's no secret to my friends that I am very
vocal about loving my birthday, so asa tribute to myselfand my insane love of pop culture, I
am goingto share with you a countdown ofmy 21 favorite things. Oh, and there's an alcohol
recipe on the side. Add the ingredients to a 32-oz. cup from McElroy for a touch of class.
21. Harry Potter 20. Sexandthe City 19.U2 18. Flip-flops 17. American Idol 16. Sawyer
(Josh Holloway) on Lost 15. "Fashion Girl" 14. 1Love Lucy 13. Will Smith 12. The Fresh
Prince ofBel-Air 11. Michael Johnson American Idol 10. My iPod Touch 9. Ferris Bueller 's
Day Off?,. The Beatles 7. More cowbell 6. Bono
And the top 5
5. Lost
4. Prideand Prejudice
3. Gilmore Girls
2. "Baba O'Riley"
1. Almost Famous

...
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Fashion Files (BC) wrote
With Lauren Gomez
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Although a smaller-scale event our clothing? A gallery seems to be
than Boston's First Fridays, the an environment that is conducive to
Spring Student Art Show rang in a the idea of dressing how you feel
significantly larger crowd than in (unlike a job interview or certain
years past. The result? A packed family reunions). The paintings on
library on a Thursday night - quite the walls reflect emotion, and the auan accomplishment in and of itself. dience generate their own responses.
Even better? The eventrevealed an Now, if everyone also decided to
enticing juxtaposition of individual wear art, then individuals could
style. One attendee noted, "The respond not only to the pieces but
hardest part was deciding where to also to one other. Hence the whole
keep your eyes, as my attention was interaction of each human person
drawn from the floor, to the walls, against the "defined art" would be
to everything people were wearing thereal show.
as they came in and out."
So what was seen the night ofthe
Perhaps one of the most essential event? Casual formal wearand street
elements of gallery attire is that it wear collided into a flawless web of
reflects the same basic concepts student ensembles. A tan corduroy
that are projected onto the walls. jacket was sported alongside faded
The artists reflect themselves onto a gray jeans and a pistachio tic. A girl
canvas, through clay, in a drawing, clad in a black cocktail dress ran
photograph, or film. People lacking around on gold-painted toe nails.
physical tools or knowledge of a spe- More streetside? See art club intern
cific craft may do the same simply by Charlie, who wore a canary yellow
projecting theirinner selves through T-shirt with a matching belt and an
their tangible outwear.
even brighter yellow hoodie. He
broke up the banana feel with blue
If a series oftalented artists were skinny jeans and brought it back
willing to invest so much of them- again, as yellow splashed against
selvesinto definitive representations, blue and greenupon his bright white
why shouldn't we do the same with sneakers.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF LA UREN GOMEZ
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